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1. mTROIDCTICIi 

When the Organization Committee for the Seventh 
International Te1etra££io Congress gave me an invitation 
to present a paper on the general subjeot of the 
application of the theor,y of stochastio prooesses to 
telephone traffic problems (without queueing), I recalled ' 
to my mind the diffioul ties I had met with as a yoUD8 
traffio engineer now soon 20 years ago. The te1eoommuni
oations networks are so complex that it is not a1~s 
an easy job for the engineer to apply his oollege or 
university courses to the practical problems. When 
disoussing complicated systems the Frenoh mathematician 
Henri PoincartS once remarked that "there are no solved 
problems and others unsolved but, on the oontrar,y, there 
are only problems more or less solved". Moreover, the 
engineer has got one ver,y diffioul t problems the problem 
of choosing and defining a model that is sufficiently 
realistic and oonvenient to study. While making suoh a 
ohoioe he should feel sure not to forget the possibly 
dominating effeot of certain phenomena that ~ or m~ not 
oocur. This ohoice requires from his side a thorough 
knowledge of the studied system and of the kind of results 
that are obtained from observations. He also needs a ' 
knowledge far enough advanoed in the possibilities of 
existing theories to get the best use of the mathematioal 
tools for the choice of a model as oomplex but also as 
realistio as possible. 

At that time - some 20 years ago - the theor,y of stochastio 
prooesses was not ,so advanoed as it is to~ and the 
simplifioations that were made were quite neoessar,r. In 
partioula.r, Dr. Jaoobaeus's thesiS' ( 10) on the study of 
oongestion in link systems has strongly marked the thinking 
of all traffic engineers by the happy use of oertain 
sim~lif.ying yet realistio nypotheses namely those 2! 
symmetry and independence between seleotor stases. Also 
starting from these hypotheses the author of this paper 
mlowed at the Seoond ITC (13) and (14) how the analysis 

, oould be easily extended to the oase of arbi trar,y oocu
pation distributions. Later many other authors have 
proposed approximate methods for taking into aocount 

5.4. Extension to the case that the assumption of symmetry 
is abandoned. 

existing dependences. We shall see later on how it is 
possible with more modern mathematioal tools to dispense 
with the hypothesis of independenoe provided that we keep 

5.5.' Example of "application of calcul.ations : traffic 
6. The repeated oalls model. 
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the hypothesis of symmetr,y. We shall find in faot a very-
sources. simple property, which will permit a dissooiation of the 

geometrio and oombinatorial charaoteristios of the 
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net','rork from its traffio handling qualities. Our results 
will be a more precise difini tion of the types of oalcula
tions that have to be considered and also a new method for 
makine simulations. This method will permit the simulta
neous prooessing of all desired traffio values in the 
stationar,y and even the non~stationar.r oases. 
Besides auxiliar,y caloulaticns will allow at the same time 
e.g. the estimation of traffio values oorresponding to 
v~ious prescribed probabilities of blocking. We shall 
also see how the concept of "artificial traffio source" 
should be oorreotly introduoed when, in faot, only the 
suboriber is the proper source. 

For arriving at this result we need to study at first 
more thoroughly how traffic is carried in a simple group 
of circuits, in the oa ~;d of the lost oa11s model and 
with general assumptions for the arrival prooess and 

for the holding time distribution. By the way it wilr 
also be usefUl to give the rules for superposing a number 
of traffics, with application to hierarchioal networks 
where the cited symmetry assumption is no longer valid. 
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We shall conclude our survey with some general considera
tions which will show how necessary it is to introduce 
the r epeated attempts model When we wish to look at a 
network (With exchanges) in its full extension in finding 
an estima te of the overall grade of service offered to 
the subscriber. The lost calls model negleots, in faot, 
the influence of subscriber behaviour as well as of 
modern signalling systems and of multiple queueing in 
common control devices. If the lost calls model wa~ 
realistic at Erlang' s time and during manual :1nte1'U1"bm 
service , the repeated attempts model seems to be a . 
prerequisit e for the study of large networks, Where in 
completel y automatic operation the calls may have to pass 
a large number of transit exchanges. 

2. ARRIVAL PROCESSES 

As the t raffi c handling propert ies depend strongly on 
those of the arriwal process we first need to outline 
the use we could have of the theory of point processes. 

2.1 General p~esses 

A proces s of call arrivals is a poi nt pr ocess (on an axis) 
for which the arrivals occur succeSSively, the simul taneous 
arrival of two or more oalls being impossible. 

It may be defi ned by, f or an arbitrary n, e.g. the di s
tribution function Fn( t ) for the sum of n successive 

arrival intervals, the first of Whi ch begins with the 
ani Tal epoch t 1 ). .t( t) depead. i n geaeral oa tl (ad 
precediag epochi) . ~e recall that the _e .. auablr of 
oall arri vals ia the iaterTal (tl , tl + t) th.a equal. 

Y(L-) = ~ ~ ( L-) (1) 

vmere tl i s an ~~ epoch. I f we take this epoch as 
s tarting-point, then the density of arrivals a t the 
epoch t is l' ( t ) such as '. 

eIIO 

r(f)dt-= cl U(t-)=L ~ I;,. (t) (2 ) 

--&~ 

~ remark that this expreSSion is in gener al a functi on 
of tl and the foregoing arrival epochs. 

It may be useful to introduce also the Laplace-transforms 

r~ (,)= J~'~ ol~ (t-) (3) 
o ClO 

a.nd! 0( (3-) = I ~-,~ d U(/:-) (4) 

For R(z);>O,(l) gives the transformed relat ion 

<'l (') = 2 v'": (~) (5) 
9t.=r1. 

Instead of restricting ourselves to consider~ the mean 
number U(t), it may be much more fruitful to consi1er the 
stochastio number N t of 8xrivals in the interval 
t, t o + t Where t is now an arbitrary epoch and the 

p~ssibility of an Rrrival Bt (t + t) is ~cluded. We 
shall t~ce t as s tRrting-pointOt = O. 

o 0 

. W. know t~t the arrival. process may be completely def'ined 
by its temporal. law, which expresses the generation of . 
arrivals in m points 

Where m is an arbitrary positive integer ~~d the epochs 
have any given values [ 91 • We observe tha t other calls 
(not considered) !'lay arrive bet ween these epochs. 

th 
The m factorial moment of N(t) has the expression[9] 

t- f:-

M_ (t): J. fEfdNth)d IV (f.) .. dN(t ... if<7) 
o 0 
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For the study of the Umi ting traffic flow process we 
shall find the usefulness of knowing the behaviour of 
(N( t )/t) when t increases unboundedly. We know that this 
ato0ha8tio variable tecls almoat eertdnly towazoa a 
stochastic l imit value if the arriVal prooess is stationa
ry according to Doob-Birkhov's theorem. We shall see how 
the "statistical equilibrium" concept in the case of 
renevml (arri val ) processes requires only the oonvergenoe 
of the f irst L moments of (N(t)/t), Where L is the maximum 
number of simultaneous communications in the traffic ourrent 
of the considered network. For other ~es of arrival 
processes it is the convergenoe of (N(t)/t) that remains 
necessary. 

I n analysis it is ep.~t to prove the convergence in mean 
of the expreSsion"'... ~(I--~j ' ''J t"-1r",,) d l1c ... 11"_ V(1.1j ... 'IT.,.) 
if the functions Q V are positive and have bounded 
variati ons and i f V converges in mean. We may deduce the 
f ollowing theorem. : . 

~g~;m ~ 
A non nep,ative function Q(tl ••• ti is given which is. non
i ncreasing wi th respect to each positive variable ti 
such that 

11ft , .. f;;'*' . 4' (t; ... t~) 
00 . 

exists. If the following limit exists 

L~ M/)'tt (t-) _ 
t-~C() b?tot.-

(8) 

i
t- t" 

L~ -I...,. "lE{dN(~~). ,. dN(f-ttt)J= .~ 
C"-+oo t- 0 0 

then the function 

Hrwt (1-1. .. , t-~) = (9 ) 

[:1 $,(l-C if<., ... ) t_~..,. .... ). t:fdN(~ ... dN{v..J] 
o () . 

converges in mean, i.e •. the following limit exists 

• 
• 

L~ ~ fj.t'''l~t-...... 1-1."., (t1. ... t-~)= (10) • 
l:--I>tJO I:- J; 0 

d.~ .1~t1 ;,,;;d~1;' ~(t-J.'" C1'K) 
\·me¥e a is the m f A-ctorial moment of the bounded 

m 
stochastic vari able (N(t)/ t). 

In order t hat Hm (tl ••• t m) tend towards a Umi t for • 

t l ••• = tm = t, when t increases unboundedly, the arrival 

process shall satisfy certain supplementary conditions 
concerning the correlation between adjacent arrivals. Thus 
we have Blackwell's theorem in the ' case of renewal processes • 
It will suffice in the sequel to assume the existence of 
this H mi t, wh.ich value is immediately obtained from the 
preceding theorem. 

\,fe may novl state. 

~=or=~=~ (k~y theorem) 

A non-negative function Q(t1,.,t ) is given, which is 
non-increasing with respect to e~ery positive variable t i , 
such tha t r IJO r (;to ( ) J,,eJ.t-:I,. ' 0' J dt-".". • Q t-~ ... t-...... 

() 0 

exists. If the follovdng limit exists 
L ~ 1'1 ')1t. (t-) = 

t-.... t:J<' t ' (11) 

L~ _~j .. J;fdN(f~) ... dN(t-~)l=d~ 
t-~oo t- 0 0 



• 
• 

• 
• 

then the Hmi t of the funotion 

fI~ (t-) ==. 

J.~ jQ(t-"ir", r-..r .. ). efJN{1T<) ... dN(..r ... J} 
o 0 

(12) 

il, when t inoreales unboundedly, 

if it exists 

This theorem is a generalization for aore general arrival 
processes of Smith's "key theorem" for renewal prooesses 
except that we have restricted ourselves to assuming the 
existenoe of the limit. 

We m~ quite as well a~ply thi s theorem to the funotion 
Q(t1 + ul ' •• • ' tm + Um) where (tl ••• t m) are given and 
posItive. We get 

f::'~, .. r:I:u""",-,Q ( f 1..+-«1.j"'J t,,"-+M~J 
o .la' 

The theorem 2 now allows us to formulate the following 
theorem. 

A non-negative funotion Q(tl ••• t.) is given, which is 
non-increasing with respect to every positive variable 
t i , such that r 00 i 0. ( 

J,..tit-1.... . d..r~. Q /-1'" r,,"-) 
o 0 

exists. If also the 11Jrlts. (11) and (13) exist then the 
function 

has the limit, when t increases unboundedly 

with: 0<) 00 ldu:t .. , QUM{' Q(,u~ .. , ,u"M) 
k (too.) = /;-0 J;p 

l~t · .. I du'1k • Q(~~ ... ,u'M) 
o 0 

where to is positive. 

In other words H.(t,to) converges as does K(to).Hm(t). 

This theorem will be very useful when we wish to find 
the traffic occupation laws in the case of 8tationary 
11a1t processes. 

2.3 ~e ~ss~is1&butt£~_~~~. 

We shall see later how it is possible to dispense with 
the concept of artifioial traffio source if we may study 
the network from an overall point of view. The traffio 
source proper is, in faot, the oustomer. Exoept for 
eubBcr:1. ber stage _:1. tch:1.ng equ:i.pnent direotly available 
to him, the other stages as wel.l. aa the trunks between 
exchqes oarry calls oolling from a large nUllber of 
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8Ubscribers. Eaoh trunkgroup or each link sYlt.a unit 
thuI receives a large nuaber of traffio stre ... , for whioh 
the indi vidual arrival processes oorre.pond, each ob. • . of·' th .. , 
to a practically unbounded number of traffio louroes. Thel. 
traffio ooaponents ~ be disturbed when passing the network 
upstre_ : either they &ay be "aooth.d" or Bade acre 
"peaq" in the oas. of traffio overflow. 

If each traffic component has a relatively weak taten.ity 
and if these traffics are .utually independent , hardly 
more than one call arrives during a not too long interval. 
For the resulting traffic the calls that arrive during the 
same interval are therefore practically mutually independent, 
beoause they belong to different traffio flow components. 
We find froa this that the hypothesi. of Poisson arrivals 
~ be a valid aseuaption for the resulting traffic. 

More precisely we ~ tormulate e.g. the following theorea 
which seems to be due to B. V. Gnedenko : 

There are given a large number n of general and mutually 
independent stationary arrival prooesses denoted by 
i, i = l, ••• n, eaoh one of whioh is characteriaed· by a 
weak arrival density Ci and by a distribution function 
of arrival intervals Fi(t). The necessary and sufficient 
condition that the superposed process be Poissonian with 
the arrival denSity C is that we have for a given finite 
positive value of t and for n increasing unboundedly while 
the Ci'S tend to 0 : 

(16 ) 

This con4ition is in fact very little reltrictive and 
even the oondition of statio~arity is scaroely neoessary. 
This is why the hypothesis of Pois.on arrivals is JaOst 
often considered in large networks, at the entranoe of 
link system units or of any system that is homogeneous 
with respect to the selectiag fuaotioa. let us remark that 
wi thin the link system Ul1i ts the interaal traffios are 
correlated because of trunkiag aad huatiag rules. Therefore 
the Poissoa distrlbutio. holds oaly for the entrance of 
suoh link system units. 

We reoall that, ia any cases, the coadition of mutual 
independenoe of . the traffic compoaeats is esseatial for 
gettiag a resul tiag arrival procels that is Poissono. 
This conditioa is aot always satisfied. 

As we have the objective of studyiJIg ia the sequel large 
aetworks it will suffice to assuae at the eatraaoe of 
the aetwork the hypothesis of Poissoa arrivals for each 
traffio compoaeat. We ~ co.sider, however, also the 
aoa-stationary oase. The iateasity of call arrivals ai(t) 
will thea be a functioa of the time t, for the traffic 
compOllent No. i. 

We consider a single traffic curreat. We may write its 
temporal law (6) 

E [dNtt1.) '" dN(t'WL) J = ""I: {a(fj)t1~.} (17) 

. th 
The m faotorial moment of N(t) becomes from (7) 

where u( t) is the mean number of arrivals in the iaterval 
(0, t). 

This hypothesis of Poisson arrivals is thus OOl1veDieat 
for the calculatioas all the more as it is the only 
pos8ible arrival diatributioa "without memory". 

3. A SINGLE GROUP OF CIRCUITS 
(lost calls model) 

We shall. aaalyze at :tirst the esae.t:1.aJ. l.aw. that hol.d 
for traf'fic haadl1ng in a fully available group of L 
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cirouits. 

The arriTal prooess is that one detined in the preoediDI 
ohapter , in the most general oase. It is independent ot 
the !lstem. Thus we do not oonsider here oTerflow traftio. 
Let us remark, howeTer, that in the oue ot a trattio 
retused by a tully available tirst ohoice group, the 
prooess ot the calls ottered to the overflow group takes 
the character ot a renewal prooess, it the holding time 
i s exponentially distributed. The process ot the overflow 
instants ~ then be detined while diaregarding trom the 
behaTiour ot the tirst choioe group. In all other oues 
(limited aTailability or arbitr&r,1 holding-ttae distribution) 
this prooess cannot take the oharacter ot that one detined 
in chapt er 2, which will now be exolusively oonsidered . 

The c~cation lePlths (or rather circuit holding-ttaes) 
are stochastic variables assumed to be mutuall inde endent 
and to obey the same distribution !unction Pt. 

The t ime unit will be set equal to the mean holding-time. 
10 we haTe 

f b- !=(/-)] dt = :i 
o 

With r eterence t o the remarks made above on the usefUlness 
ot t he hypothe8i s ot Poisson arrivals, it i8 obTious 
that this oase was the tirst to be taken up tor study, the 
oall arrival intensity being a8sumed to be independent ot 
time : a{ t) "" a. 

Every traffio engineer know8 that the stationary oase 
was originally studied by the DaniSh engineer A.K. 
Erlang[ 61 in 1917 who considered with the aid ot his 
"theo17 ot .tatistioal equilibrium" the cue ot holding
times either exponentially distributed or ot constant 
duration. The toundations ot the probabilistic method 
used, at an epoch earlier than the genesis ot the theor,. 
ot stochastic processes, oould not be justified until later 
by the tundamental work of A. Kolmogorov in 1931 and by 
works ot W. :FELLER, trom 1940 to 1950, whereupon the theory 
ot MarkOT prooesses now rests tirmly. 

In 1927 a first proot was given by A.E. Vaulot [347for 
the non-influence ot p(t) in the stationary oase. 1ater 
other author8 haTe given proots : P. Pollaozek [27] , 
C. Palm [251 , L. Kosten l12] , K. LundkTist [22] and, to 
be specially mentioned, B.A. SevastyanoT [311 who has 
given the moat oomplete proot ot the ergodic behaTiour ot 
the prooess. 

AS the oas. of exponentially distributed holdine-times 
quite well corresponds to .l!8al telephone traffio, this 
case was exam:ined also far somewhat more general hypo
theses for the arrival prooess by C. Palm (26), who stu
died espeoially the oas. of regenerative arrivals. La
ter also J.W. Cohen (4) and L. Tak~cs (32) took up this 

--case for study. 
The cue of an arbitrary holding-time d1atribution P{t) 
has been treated onli tor restrictive hypotheses on the 
arrival process or on the 8ize ot the group ot cirouits. 
We mention here : 

a) J. Riordan [30] and R. Portet [71, le1, [9], have 
studied the oue of a group ot an unlimited number ot 
circuits: Riordan in the oase ot Poisson arrivals and 
Portet in the oue ot an arbitrary arrival prooess £91 , 
atter h~ first . solved the oaee of a single 
oircuit L7Jwith the aid ot hia method ot stoohastio 
integrals. A Tery general tbeorea presented in [9] will 
be ot great use tor us. 

b) Working in the oomplex plane, P. Pollaczek [29] has 
given a ayatem ot integral equations in the case ot 
r.g.n.rat~Te arr~Ta1. and ~or a group o~ ~~ni~ aize. 
Solutions have been given, however, only in oertain special 
cases of F(t), see [28J ohapter IV. 

In the sequel we intend to give tbe aolution tor the most 
general hypotheses in the case of a group of tinite size. 
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Let ua now pass tro. the staple oue to the aost ooaplioate. 
cue. 

3.2. !2isson arriT&ls, exponential distri~tion ~(t) 

!he intensi t,. ot arri Tals at the epoch t 18 a( t). .1s the 
s,.stem is MarkoTian it is auttioient to know the nuaber j 
ot oocupanoies at that epoch tor deduoing the tollowing 
evolution. We denote by p(j, tli,o) the probabili~ ot 
such an eTent, it there were i eocupancies at the epooh O. 
We reoall that ~ is the number ot cirouits. 

We denote by pco(j,t/i,o) the oorresponding quantit,. tor 
an unlimited number ot oirouits. We tind easily 

£00 (J~ t / l, 0) = . \ 
J-If .? (/.;) I. _t-)A(1._e-l-)t'-~ e-A(f! [A(f)] 

A [e ~_~! 
to . 

with : A( t) '" .£ e - (t'-«! a(,") du. 

(20) 

Por a tini te Lit 1a convenient to make the tollowing 
remark. The nuaber ot ocoupanoies at the instant t is 
deduced trom the oaae of an unlimited L by outting aw~ 
the effect of the calls that have been retu8ed eatablishment 
during the interval (O,t). 

Aa an example, the probabllitt ot a refuaed call being 
generated in the elelllent&r,1 interval. (8, () + de) 18 

p (L I 8 / i',O) I> Ol ("J dB 

It the aystem had been unlimited, there would haTe reaulted 
(L + 1..) ocoupanoies atter this eleaentary interval. The 
probability ot tinding j ocoupanoies at the epoch t would 
have been : 

f 00 (J~ t / L +-1. , (j) . 
So, the etteot at the epoch t ot the non-establiShed, at 
the epoch 9, occupancy is 

£00 (J~ t I L + i ) (f) -.I' CO (J~ t* / L) ~) 
We observe alao the impossibility ot haTing j > L. We deduoe 

Poo(JIt-/l~O) 

-I& .. (J~ 1-/ '-H, fI) - P". (J, r I L,liiJ.~(L,8 / t;O). a(8)d, 
o 

• 
• 

, 
l' (J~ t- / A.;', 0) I 4- J ~ L • 

o / 4- i> L (21) 

We have shown earlier by the aid ot matrix oaloulus that 
this type of relationahip hold. generall~ tor birth and • 
death processes: cf. ·tormula (1I, 7, 12) in [161. It 18 
thus possible to deduce the oase ot a group ot tinite aize 
trom that of a group ot unlimited size. 

It rests to determine p(L,tA,o). By aaking j - L in the . 
preoeding relation we find that it i8 giTen by the solution 
ot the integral equation 

f (L I ~ I ~'I 0 ) = ..loo (Lt t- / -t; 0) 

-!if", (L, t tu 1, e) -I! CO (L, ~ / '-,B J] · 
o 

.1 (Lt e / ~~()). a. (If) dB 

It ~ be convenient ~o introduce the tunotion 
L 

S (VI t- / -il e-) = 2. (;1) ~ f (J~ t /.J.-~ (}) 
..i:.J' 

(22) 



• 
• 

• 

Conversely, we have 

p(jJ /i,O)= 1. U) (-1.f-J"S(~ t 1~;9) 
>,=j 

The preceding r elations give finally 

[ 

S (~ t / ~~ D) = S ()O ())/ t-/ A.-~ 0) 

- J!Atj9-). P(L,8 /A-~ 0). a(9)d9 

with 

(26) 

and 

It we observe the relation P(L,t/i,o) = S(L,t/i,o), (25) 
gives for V .. L the aimpler integral equation defining 
P(L,t/i ,o) : 

P ( L / t- / ,,'/ 0) t 

S(),,(L,N /;0 J -JKt.. (C,&-).!'(L,9! t~ 0). atS)df28) 
o 

The wellknown method of sUccessive approximations permite 
us to obtain an expansion in series of P(L,t/i,o). 

The case aCt} = a 

In the case of a oall arrival intensity invariable with 
time, the calculations are eaaier by the aid of Laplaoe 
transforms. Let us put 

f (p, n L, o)=: J ;''l: 5(;1,[-/ L; 0) d r (29) 

o 

We find then 

(31) 

and 

We ·Shall now oonsider the much more diffioult oase of an 
arbitrary holding-ttae distribution. 

The proo .. s i s no longer lIarkoTian, if l!'( t) is arbi trar;r. 
la order to make it again IfarkoTian we have to oonsider 
simultaneously the number j of oocupanoies and the age8 
(Yl ••• Yi) of these ocoupancies. In order to simplify 
we further 88auae that for t - ° there were no oocupanoies 
going on : .L.=..2.. The pro babili ty density of suoh an event 
i8 denoted by 

p(j,t'Yl ••• Yj) • 

In order to separate the effect of the arrival process 
from that of the holding-time distribution l!'(t) , it will 
be oonvenient to consider the ocou~ttion of ~ specified 
circui ts. Atter multiplication b;r ll') this means that we 
consider the quantity 

S (~ti ~~, .. 'fJ,,)= 
I- • (t j t- , ) (;1 ) )!--:l"+1'" d-:JL .f(jA~t"·3", ,~~t'f,,) 

o 0 

This is a more general quantity than (23) • 

Considering the state of these>' circui ts ocoupied at the 
epochs t and (t + dt), when only the teraination of an 
oooupancy can ocour but no arrival, we find the partial 
differential equation 

[~ +-~ fr.) 5 (VI Cj J"'" "1")= . 

(:c: If (o;Ji)). S(~ t i ';/ .... 1/l) ('4) 

whe;;;e have put lJ. ( 1J t') .J n ,= d F (1J t. ') 

. l- ~t d-F~1 

The general solution ~ be given in the ferm 

even in the case of a disoontinuous l!'(t). 

We now turn to the case of an arrival haTing ocoured at 
random on any free circuit. We deduce the relation 

r
(j+~/t-i·;}~"'~J)O) -

!!!i . .P(JJti ~~ ... ~j) 
J+d. 
The ooefficient (j + 1) stands for the ~act that the oall 
might have arrived quite as well on any one of the (j + 1) 
CircuitsojW&multiply the two sides of the equation by 
(j + l).(~l) and sum up with respect to the various j. We 
find . 
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w. introduo. the .xpre.don (35). W. tid the q.t .. ot 
relaUOH d.ti%11.ng the tunOti0Il.81)1 S 

J;, = 1. . 

J)) (lcJ~'''''J~-:!Jt-) = J'Y-1. (~'I.'''''IY-1) 

-l;'-F(t--~~)]Il(~J,,)~ '-' '" .. 
o JJif-F{t-- ';j t)j at'j J.) e4 i . J..("J ... ~M/Ij..'L) 

o ~-~-~1! 
tor '1-':: -1..,.", L · j and I: > 1JL~ (t~=1Itl"'JJ'-~) . (38) 

W. J1ak. t - 7.,and 8UIl up the relation •• W. tid 

tor 'l<'2< •.• <y~ S 

J o -= ::L 

~(1j 1.'" ~Y) = -d 

-i iC:-F(~i. -·H)l a(1l J.)"'s l '.. ('9) 
o 

A=1 ,>. Tt. ' ,) .I r::i.-F(~ A-'8i)]a("J{)~l· ~L. l1l~··'j~-1)'A· '~L} 
o [L- (A-i)]! 

11nall, (35) giT •• u. the .xpr ••• ion 

S (VI t-) = 

G[~-F(i--'11.J] a.(1j~J rLI~ ''''. jL ~ (40) 

(t" . A~. Jy ('~"'~Y) 
Jo[d.-F(t-- '!J))il a/"jv) ""11 y . y! 

" or one and the ...... t (71 ••• y.,) th.(v1) perautation. 

detine th.(~!) path. oorr .. ponding to equal rou., ot the pre
o.ding aultiple int.gral. So w. al.o haT. 

S(~f-) -= 

J&.- F(t---:J .. )] a("I.1.)dtj .. · 
o t- I: 

j..d.J ...... L .. ~v . J" (";j4. ... -:1") 
~~ ~»-~ 

(4i) 

In (39) w. aak. 

~~ <: '" -< ~ A I ~ A :=. (} I . ~A -<." <. d Y , 
We get tro. (39) and (40) the tollowing equation 

a h.J : rr..l-"l!!"'{~-'Jt)] Q. (~d cJ..g .. 

r (1:-,9-) = ,=~ 0 (A-:L)' I • 
e • 

7T:. L. Jj[d-I=(9-~d] a(~t')c4 / T(.", "4 ) 
".A . "'L d~'" at 

[l .. - ("-~)] 
This 1. a generalisation ot {25 which w .. tound in the 
o .. e ot .xponent1al holding-ta... Dlt it i. muoh aore 

ooaplioat.d &Dd do •• not allow a d.tinition ot S(L,t). W. 
haTe now to fiT. explioit tora. ot the .xpr •• 81on 
1'(Yl ••• y,,). ~. dlU1oult7 i. not the ... tor an 

UDl:1a1 t.d .i •• a. tor a tiD1 t •• 1 •• ot the group, which 
0 .... w. o0Il.81d.r •• parat.ly. 

1) UDl:1a1t.d.i=. 

lSeoau.. ot i t. d.tiD1 tion, w. mould haT. 

~. i. oontirmed by the .xpre •• 1on (39) wh.re the .w.tiple 
1nt.gral no long.r ex1.t •• (40) th.n g1Te. 

LA {&)j ~ 5 (Y, t-J = (44) 
})! 

wh.re w. haTe put 

A U ) = j&-F(r--:J)]a(';J) 4 
o 

A. the relati on (24) .till exi.t. when L incre .... 
unboundedly we g.t , 

()(t-)] J 
(46) 

j 

2) "1n1 t. .h!,!: 

"or)). 1, (39) g1 TeB the tollow1J:lg .quation that d.tin .. 
7L(Yl···YL) 

tor Yl<Y2< ••• <7L : 

Jl.(l~· " "JL)=1. (47) 

~ r ~).. I] J. L,L. J - L J,.[i-F("<l~-1JA) a/~Nq4 .... 
).::1 0 . J:I. 1I~ ,) r [i.~ F(']JA -";I i)l a(1;j~)~ L I d~1" dA-j~d .. ,1. 

),} . [L-o.-.1.)]! 

• 
• 

The method ot BUcoe.,1ve ap~rox1aat1oI1.8 .ak •• it po •• 1ble 
to give~L(7 ••• y ) explicitly in the t01"ll ot a .. r1.. • 
expan.ion. T!. o~aulationB are anyhow .xtrem.ly ooaplioat.d 
beoau.. ot the neo ... i ty to range the 8U1. te (y1 • •• y' L) 

w1 th reapeot to the 8U1. t. (y ••• YA ). We 8hal.l not take 
l,lp th18 aatt.r in ~ d.taili. Proa-(\o) or rather (41) w. 
~et S(L,t) = P(L,t). l'ro. (39) w. then get Se, t) and tro. 
(24) p(j,t). ' 

We tind that it i. now po •• ibl. to writ. the .olution iD 
the torm 

where the tunoti.OJlS 7T: (j, t J 1'1 ••• 1'. ) are ind.p.nd.nt . n a 
ot the expr ••• ion tor the arriTal inten.ity aCt). !hi. 
rewl. t nIl be u.e:tul. 1.J1 the :tollow1.ng paragraph. 

w. remark that not .Ten in the ordinary c ... a( t) • a do .. 
the Bolution ot the fund_.ntal equation (47) .... to be 
in &n7 degree easier. . 

We shall take up ~ow the 0... ot g.n.ral arr1 Tal 
proo •••••• 
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The proces8 of oall arriTals is now defined by it. temporal 
law 1n the moat general form (6). We assume i = 0 at the 
starti:og point. 

In the case where oalls arrive at the epoch8 (t - y , •• ,t - yJ, 
the partial ditterential equation (34) atill holds.lWe get 
from (35) 

5 (Y, l- ; t"-"j1,,, .) c-':jp) d:t1. ... dtJv 
jy (':I :1. .. . "j V ) .f ,,( IJ.- M-F)]} · 

£. Id N{"j~)'" d IV(~ v)j 
>'1 

We denote by 5 ( t ) the toch •• t i c number of c 1. served 
ill the interv~ 0 t , excludi:og the possibility of a call 

arrivi:og a t t he epoch t. W1 th regard 
to the definition of J'Y(Yl •• • Y)I) we ~ writ • 

[ 

Jy( ~1'" ~y), E fd N(IIJ ~) .,' d N("jJ-» J 
== E J cl No (~ ~) .. . dNc(lIjy) 3 

The equation (40) givee 

5 ( VJ 1:-) = 
l;-

(50) 

f tJ-F(H ~J] · .. IB-F{t-'H]. 
o 0 (52) 

E: f d No ("J~) .\, oLNo (ttJy) j 
. ))! 

We denote byf T(~~)dt~ the probability (we have disregarded ' 
fro. ~e . fa~:tor . ~,!f a oall arriv1Dg in the interval 
( t-.t+ dt) and findtlg these "speoified circuits occupied. , 

we ha.ve 

H }J (t-, Et-) cl () = 
9 (le r [d.- F{t-'J;t)}"JJi-F(t-~Y-:d] • 

. Jo 0 • (54) 

E fd No("J~)'" d No(~V-1.).d.No(B)} 
(y-;1.) ! 

8erved and findi 

The expre.B1on (52) ~ then be written if we make y" '"" e : 

221/7 

S (PI t) f£!-F(t-(J)]. Hy(t,fJ)."/r; (55) 

o . 
l)~ 

We have: J)J ("J~ ••• (}t') = 1. I N (t;.);: No (1:) 
Eq (52) give. for an arbitrary in.tant t 

(56) 

Eq (24) becomee 

f 00 (.)~ 1:-) 

i (n (-~) ,,-~ 5 00 (v, t-) (57) 

y=j 

in the 8ame way (53) becomes 

We observe that in thi. ca •• we haTe 

(59)· 

2) ~T- te !!~ze L 

If we multiply 'the two sides by 

E [cl Nl"j~) 11, d N(I1j~- :t.). clN (~) f ) 
we oan write the equations (38) which define the function. 
7., 

FoY' v= 1,2, .. ,/ L ~&l t-> "';j ,,' aMd ~ {. 

C ldNo("dJ..) ... dNo(1jp-:1.) dNo (t-)t = 
t= fdJ.Jo("j:t)". dN()(1J~--J.) dN{i-) 

t- /; ("0) 
- jd.-FO--"J'.>)] ... j@.-F(f-"iJil] • . 

o () 

E j d No ('lJ:!) ... J. No{"jY-1)JNo(1f~).'dNo(,{)dN!f)] 

[L- (v-~)] 1 

We observe that in the right .ide we haTe writt~n dI(t) 
and not dN (t). The solution of thi •• y.te. i. any-how 
at least si co.plicated •• 1. the o .. e in the preceding 
chapter. 

The relations (53), (54) and (60) lead to the following 
equation we shall use in the followiDg chapter 

[ 
I-l" (t-, t-) = T(J.J-1.,l-) -("':1) T (L, t-) (61) 

With : , 1(0, t) = f (t-) 
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h.re I(t) h the d.n.ity of oall arriTal. at the .poo11 t. 

W. reaark that a Tery- la.fu! theorem due to R. Port.t [9] 
p.1'II1t. u. to mak. un of the .zpre •• 1on (48) whioh w .. 
ob~.d in the 0 ... of non-.tation&r,1 Poi •• on arriTal •• 
W • .., th.refor. now ~t,. 

(62) 

Wheren:(3,t J '1 ... 1 .. ) ha.I th ... e eXpre .. ion .. iD 

(48). 

Before w. leaTe the DOD-.tat10n&r,1 oa.e it .e.m. good to 
indioate the .legant .ethod of .to0ha8t1c integral •• 

3. 5. !he method of .tooh .. tio int.grals. ______ ww ; _ 

Thh highly oonden •• d method h due toR. Fortet-l7] ad 
[ 9] . 

We a • • ooiate with the duration of each oooupancy a .tooh .. tic 
Tar1able TIl.Por the TU'iou. Talue. of the epooh u of the 
.tart of an ocoupancy they are autuallf independent. We 
oon.ider the .toohutio funotion R(u,t) of the ttae u, 
euoh that 

[R(~/~)=~ i{ .t.( ~ t- <: .u + T4.<. 

-4 C<:A.l cYl t >.t{+7; 

!h .. e .unot,1ou R(u, t) are thus mutually indep.ndent, for 
the TariOU. Talue. of u, a. well as independent of the 
arriT8l prooesa. 

We denote by yet) the atoch~tio funotion of the time t 
repreaenting at that time the number of e.cupied oirouita. 
We alao introduoe the algebraio fUnotion 

[V("j) : 1 
4 

For Taluea of y other. than the po.itive integer., it i. 
a matter of Ter,r. little importanoe to define the Talue. 
that Y(y) might take. So we have the stooha.Uo funotion of 
t 

whioh tak.. the Talue 1 when the group of oiroui t. i. not 
blooked at the epoch t and the value 0 in the oppo.i te 0 .... 

WL(t) is not in general independent of dH(t). 

Let ua tranalate the poaaibility of the exiatenoe at the 
ep~oh t of a oall haTing arriTe.cl at the epooh u and being 
aerved. If we oona1der all the oalla that arrive in the . 
int.rval (O,t) we oom. to ~e atoobastic int.gral e~uation 

(66) 

'We reoal.1 that we have a.8WIled the &yatelll to be empty at 
the epoch 0, for the purp • . 8e of simplifioation. 

We have here a .pecial type of non-linear .tooh .. tic 
integral equation, the aolution of whioh i8 obvioualy 
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diffioul t to find. Until now onl7 the 0 ••• of a .iqle 
oiroui t ha. be.n .01Ted l7]. We int.nd to ,iT. here a 
,.n.ral .olution wh.n L i. an arbitrar,y po.itiTe iat.,er. 

W. introduc. the atocha.tic fUnotion of t 

X (Yj /:-) = 
Y(H rJl~) -:t.] .. ,[y(t-) -)1+:1] 

pi 
• 

and reaark that the proo ... of arriTed c-.118 MiDI .. rn' 
18 

dN,(tj= Y[Y(~)J. dN(t-) (61) 

In the s .. e way that .e obtain expre.eion (7) for the 
factorial .oaent we al.o g.t [g 1 

X(P1 t-)= 

.l..jR(.I.£1. l t) dNo (..ud.) ••.• 
PI 0 

[f(.<.lY It) d No (-«r» 

We al.o write the relation 

(70) 

w. haT. thus ooa. back to the expre •• ion (52). Thi • 
..,.aetrio w~ of tran.latiag the oooupation of .aoh one 
of the oon.ider.d~c.rtain ciro~its, t&tins into acoount 
only the arrival. on the.e oiroui t., will oonsid.rably 
.1a~lify, the expres.ion.. We haTe in faot for the expr •• sion 
(65) . 

The equation (69) now allow. u. to writ. 

• , 

• 

W .. (/:) = j - f! J~ (.<.lL) R~4)dN~'; •• 
·0 r: t- (71) 

,., J WL. (~I.) R(~L) t-) d N (.a L ) 

o 

Thus, W (t) is ~ stochastic funotion, takiag only the 
values & or 1, which i8 the .olution ot the preceding 
atochastic integral. Thia aolution i. built up of a 
mul tiple integral of order L, but whioh ia lin.ar. W. 
oan therefore obtain a seri.s expan.ion of ~bY .ean. 

of the method of BUcoe •• ive approxiaation •• Th. direot 
oalculations are anihow Ter.r coap1ioated. We anall giTe 
in the .equel a recurrenoe for.u!a, by whioh WL(t) ia 

.xpre.aed a. a tunotion ot WL _ ~(t). 

Now we deduce : 

The expression8 (68) and (72) allo. ua to ·d.duoe ~ 
integral equati~n defining the proce •• 4.0 (t) ot •• rved 

.2!!!! 
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~No (t-) == cl AI( 1:-) 

-.:1. j,%{.a1,f) dN.(-«1) ••• (74) 

L! 0 t-
jR(ML ,t) d No(~L.) • cl N(I-) 

o 
1he method of successive approximations allows us to 
express dNo(t) as a function of dl(t). 

We finally consider the arrivals on ~ specified circuits 
i . e. the expression (69). In order to find a recurrence 
r elation between X( V, t) and X(V - 1., t) we might be 
t empted to replace dB (t) by the expreSSion obtained in 

o th 
(74). In fact we ahould observe that, on the ~ circui t, 
the process of refused calls 

d IV (I:-) - d Ne (I:-) 
depends onl~ on the blocking of this circuit and of the 
[L - (lJ J] circuits not considered, whereas the (V - 1) 
f irst circuits do not occur. Instead of (74) we should 
thus wri te in this ease 

d No{l:-) = dN(t-) 

- 1 , ft(M.~ , t-).dNo(M..~) ••• (75) 
[L - ( y-:1)] I 

• () ~t:-J. R (M}, I:-)d No (~1.). dN(.M.y ) 

o 
We then have the general recurrence relation 

[dNc (oM -l)" '" d No (M.Y_j). dNo(t-)] = 
[?'IV. (01/.,1.) ••• cl N. (M f1-t.[j pi N (fJ 

- (dNe (-«1) ••• 01 N.(Lly_.t)}. 

1 fR~.u.t ,I-)J NJ.u ~) ... 
ll--()J-J.)]I 0 ('t-. ) _R. (.4Iv r ) t-) d N 0 (M- ~ ) • d N (t-) 

o 
If we apply the expectation operator we find again the 
general equation (60). 

We multiply the two aides of (76) by the operator 

(\J~lJ I jR(M.1' t-) •• , r,{ (-«V-i) t-) ... 
• 0 ~' 

We deduce the relation 

t1 No (t) . X (y-.t.., t) = 

d N (I:) [x(}>-:t, c) -()J~:1) X CL, t)] 
(77) 

with : 

If we apply here the expectation operator we find again 
the equation (61) 

Thus it appear8 that the method of stochastic integrals 
permits relations for the stocha8tic functions themselves 
to be easily obtained. Such relations give more general 
information than those for the first moments. We can now 
give the expressions that will permit us to calculate the 
time oongestion. 

The case L = 1 

We get from (72) 
t 

w,;: (t-) = :t"J~ (..u.). R (M/ t-). d N(.uJ (78) 

" 

The: meth'O'd of sucoessive approximations gives 

~ (t-) -= .i 
CIO j 't--2-t-f) -11.+ ~ R(~:t} t) 01. N(ML) • 

... =1 [.~: (kr;",)a ..... ~).dN(-«"') 
o }o' 

If we apply the expectation operator and take into account 
(73) we deduoe for the time oongestion at an arbitrary 
instant t 

The case L finite, but arbitrary 

We assume that in the group of L circuits, the circuits 
are hunted in order from the first one. WL(t) is unohanged. 

The last circuit receives the arrival process 

(81) 

From (79) we get the expression Wet) for this cirouit. We 
also observe the relation 

We deduce the recurrence formula fo'l'" [j.-It'L( t-)j 

!l-l4{ (t) = 00 

[1--~-1 (f-)] -L (_1)/Yl+:J.. 

j.~.u..)f) O-,WL .. 1 ;::J] d. N(MI.) ·f~1. 
1::'(:":"', -« "'-.. 1) &- Wt.-1 (M.",)] 01. N°r« '" ) 

3.6. ~~=~~:~~nary lim;~~! 

(83) 

We assume the existence of the stationary limit process. In 
other words we assume that WL(t) tends almost certainly to 

a limit stochastic var~able when t inoreases unboundedly. 
If the process is stationary we know that 

~ .:L .jJ. N{.u) = N(f) 
tot 

also tends almost certainly to a limit stoohastic variable. 
Thus this is also the case with the stoohastic variable 

~j~ ( .... )dN(M) =..1.... jJNo(-<.<.) 
to ' ~ 0 

So (No(t)/t) also oonverges almost oertainly to a ' liait 

stochastio variable. 

(84) 

We seek the limit, for an unbounded increase of t, of the 
exPrenion (55) for S(» ,t). Aocording to theorelll 3 and 
taking into acoount (19) we oan say that for a fixed value 
of (t -9) the expression (54) of H ~ (t, 8) converges, for t 
inoreasing unboundedly, as does y ~ 

Hy (e,B). [L: [1.-J=r.4A.)]t:4] -
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11' we apply aaa1n theorem 3 to the integral (55) we d.duoe 
that S(.." t) hall the 11.111 t 

L~ S ())/ t-J = 
t .... oo 

5LJwt ..i.f~ (9,9)d9(j;(.4J.)ck) 
l b+co tD 'j 0 

(85) 

with : 

B,y integration by part. we ge~ 

J;( -U) cl.« ==- .f 
o ' V 

(86) 

Thu. we get 

L.bvK y S ("', t) == )) S (V) 
/:- ... 00 

=L~ 
(87) 

t-.... oo 

We put with thi. aa.umption ot stationarity 

(ea) 

Here f 18 the den.i tT ot arriTal. at am arU trary 1n.tam~ . 

We al.o put 

L?m, T(V1t-)=f' BCY) 
t~oo 

where !r(>' ,t) i. detined ~y (53) 

The relation. (61), (87) and (89) tinally giTe the taportant 
equation 

B(L) - P(L) i. the tta. OOnge.tion and B(L) the oall 
ooy •• tion. --

uniortuaat.ly we lack a r.lationship between S(V) &Dd B(~), 
which .oaroely wo~d be ea.ily obtain.d in c.... other. 
than tor r.n.wal arriTal proce ••••• 

'3.7. Recurrent arr1T8la I arb1trarrr d1atr1wtion pC t) 

We note that until now this oa.e haa been .olTed only tor 
exponential hold1Dg-t:1llea : ot. [261 , £4] and ['32 J • 'I. 
intend to .tudy here the 0... ot an arbitrary holdiDg-ttae 
di.tribution, .till aa8Ullin« .tationarity. 

In the expre •• ion (53) we oan now write 

[

Er d No('!j~) .... d "10 ("j~) tl N(I-) J. = 
f(t--~,,). EfdN. (,~) ..• JND("iY)J.dt (91) 

withs 

where~(.) i. the charaoteri.tio funCtiop 'ot the arrtTal ' 
1nten1ai.! ' ' 

The ._e rea.oniDg aa in the preoeding ohapter g1 T .. u • 
by the aid ot theorem (3) i~ the 11.ll1 t 

T(~ 1:-) = 

[

L..{M-t 
1:-+(>0 

{
LL/vJ.t 

t+OO 
(t -1H~ (9I e)d9) } .[:(.u.)4 

wit It : r r DO J V- 1. ' 
(7(-«.) = J].- F(-«)j UP-F(v)J~ • !(-«) 

The relations (87) and (89) giTa u. tinally the .eoond 
iaportant relation 

with 

f B (}J) S (J.') = - . » r(ll) 

d'(y) = 

1@~F(~)] [If-F(V)]d-vj ~-;(M)k . (95) 

It we put the expre •• ion (94) into the relation (90) we get 
the gen.ral equation tor the .tocha.tio prooe •• 

B (J/) 

y(v) 

We note that, in the 0 ... ot exponential hOldin«-ttae., 
we haTe 

!he r .. t ot the oaloulation. 11 identioal with that in the 
o .. e ot exponential holding-time •• We :r1nd the general 
expre.aion ' 

L. 

B(Jl)= B";' (V). 6 a)B~('\) .. 
L 

L et) 13: (A) 
A=o 

.(98) 
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With the special case of a group of unlimited size 
corresponding to 

' p 

Boo (v) =n:~~ ' '1 (V) 

In the case of Poisson arrivals (95) beeo.ea 

(99) 

(100) 

Again we :find a lack of influence, in this oase, of the 
funotion F(t). On the other hand, the expre.sion (95) 
shOW8 that F( t) does appear when the arrival process ie 
no longer P01ssonian. 

We note that the expression (95) means that, in the case 
of the stationary limit proces8, everything proceeds as 
i f the arrivals oocurred at mutually arbitrary instants , 
8ll¥- how from the point of view of the ages of the occupancies 
at. these instants. 

We have outl ined the state of the knowledge a t our disposal 
for studi es on traffic handling in a group of 1'u1iy 
available cirouits • 

We have passed progressi vely from classical methods of 
restr i oted appli oation to more elegant and more general 
methods ab.owing all the difficulties we might find as soon 
as we abandon the assumption of Poisson arrivals. Only the 
oase of reourrent arrivals can, in fact, be easily studied 
when we make the assumption of stationarity, as the nature 
of the holding-time distribution does not complicate the 
oalculations in this oase. 

In terminating, this chapter, we note that the arrival 
process for an overflow traffio introduces, in general, 
oorrel ations between the arrivals in dependence of the 
t r affic behaviour of the first choice group. 

This type of traffic does not comply with the hypothesis 
that we have made until now of an arri val process independent 
of the system and its oongestion. Particularly, the relation 
(90) is no longer valid in .other cases than for exponential 
holding-times. In this oase when we assume the first-choice 
group to be fully available we observe that the process of 
overflow instants i s reourrent. 

Before taking up networks for study we shall first have 
a look at the rules for superposing different traffics on 
one and the same group of circuits. 

****** 

4. ~~~~2DS!NG=!~~~~~ • 
(Lost calls model) 

4.1. General considerations. 

In the hierarchical networks, where the overflow routes 
have no possibility of overflowing ultimately on the first 
choice routes (circular overflow), we can calculate the lat
ter ones independ'ent1y of the behaviour of the overflow:' 
routes. The study of the network then becomes equivalent to 
the oalculation of the overflow routes. In this way we 
avoid a total general calculation of the network but are 
faced instead with that of a group of circuits receiving 
various non-Poissonian overflow traffics. 

In the case of exponential distributed holding-times, an 
approxima~e method has found wide-spread use. This was 
presented by R. I. Wilkinson at the first Teletraffic 
Congress [351 • It consists of the observation that, just 
in this case, the statistical laws for the traffic handling 
practioally depend only on the first two moments of the 

occupation distribution for the resulting total traffic. 
At the preceding Oongress Pi J. Burke [3] showed that this 
method might suit also in the case of constant holding-times. 
It seems permissible to think that the method might be 

praotioally used for rather general holding-time distribu
tions. This method is known under the nUle "equiveJ:ent 
random traffio". It aS8Wles any how that there is no sensible 
inf1uenoe from internal blooking in the exchanges. 

In the opposite case, it is neoessary to know better the 
laws for superposing traffics in one and the s .. e group of 
circuits for assumptions that are as general as possible. 
On this point, however, there exists practioally no literature. 
We can cite at most the study by I • . Ileal [24] on the case 
of combinations of recurrent arrival prooesses with 
exponential holding-times. In faot, at 1eaat on a theoretioal 
plane, it would be highly useful to determine the oombination 
rules in the general oase. This is what Wtt shall try to do 
now. 

In the group of L fully available different circuit. there 
ocour % prooesses of arrivals N

i
( t} that are mutually 

independent (i = 1, 2, ••• , x). We .. sume in all oases the 
group to be idle at the epoch o. 

We shall f i rst consider the oase of a process of general 
arrivals Ni(t). The distribution funotion p(t) of the 

holding-times ia assumed to be arbitrary. 

We denote by P(jl ••• j% ; t) the probability of finding 

eimultaneoualYt at the arbitrary epoch t, respectively 
the (jl ••• jxJ simultaneou8 occupanoies for the traffic 

currents i = 1, 2, ••• x. In analogy with (23) we can 
introduce the quantity 

S(V1. ." )Jx j t ) = 
? ,{ t ) ... ( ;: ). p (J~ ... j~ ; t) 
J! It' J')IC 

This is equal to Ll 
... 

(101) 

times the probability of finding at this epoch t,~~ 

specified circuits occupied by the firsih traffic ourrent eto •• 
Yx specified circuits occupied by the % traffio ourrent. 

We have in particular 

[ 
5 (y~ .. , ~x. j t) = .f (~ .... y~ ; t-) 

(102) 

Generalizing the relation (24) we get in the same way 

(103) 

L (;:) (-iY'~-j%. S (y .... Jix,t) 
V!IC. . 

We Qan also introduce analogous quantitiefnwith referenoe 
to the instant of a call arrival in the i traffic current. 
If this oall arrives at the epoch t, the quantity correspanding 
to S(Vl ••• Vx ; t) will be denoted by 

" r 
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!he auperpo.ition 1 ... dep.nd •••• nt1al~ on how oall. 
are bloolc.d in the group of oirouit •• Gen.ral1siIIC (67) 
we introduo. the .toehaat1c funo~1on X~(~i' t) - for the 

relat1.on oorre.ponding to (75), the OOIll •• tioD of tho •• 
oirouit. which w. do not oon.id.r i. 0~s.4 by the total 
arri Tal proo.ss dIe t). w. oan d.ooapo.. it into the .n.ot. 
of the ooapon.nt proo ••••• dI (t). W. reoall that the 
oonsid.red» i .p.oifi.d oirc~t. ref.r to, on the other haDI, i th traffio current. W. d.not. b~ U(Jo>l ••• .., x -, t) ...... "1. 

funotion that talc.. the Talu. '1 if the group of oircnl1 t. 
i. in the .tat. (Y~ ••• Vx ) at the epooh t, whereYl + ••• +Y-. L.Onlr the traffic curr.nt Io i. 

--In .Te~ oth.r 0"., thi. funotion tak •• the TalU ••• ro. 
W. g.t 

c:t: 

11 (~ ... Va: j t ) = n:'s:t Xi (p, ) t) 

1-W L (t-) = L U ())~ ... )) fk: j t) 
)0'1'" Y oc: 

(V1 4-··· .. )I. := L) 

with, in anal.Q~ with (69) 

x " CVA-' t) = 
"t, ) 

.d- f~ (M.~) t ). ~ (M.~) ~ Ni (.,(,1..4.) ••• 
Y,i ! --

o I:- _ 

JR (.u" £ I t) w;: (-tA-y,.) . d Ni (...,,.,..J 
o 

(105) 

(106) 

The relation. (105) and (106) sak. up a .y.tea of linear 
stocha.tic int.fa! .quation., by which the funotion;--
U(y ••• » ,t are det.rmin.d. Th. m.thod of ~cc88.iT. 
app!oximatfon. finall~ p.ratt. us to g.t a •• ri.s expan.ion 
of U(Yl ••• y x ' t) and of WL( t). 

W. then obtain the following quanti ti .. , in ualogy w1 th 
(70), for the total .tat. - -

Y = L (»:t ... y~) 

at an ubi trarz inatant 

5 (Y, t) -= L-S (y~ , .. })~ j t-) 
~.H vet;. 

(>,~+ ••. + Y:t = ))) 

= +i~: /=,(17--«4.)] •• ' 

So the relation oorrelpon4ing to the general .quation (77) -
now b.oome. 

dND,-l (t) . ~(~4,t) ..• X 6~,-~ It)X(~~-j) t)X(Yl+dJfj.Xd'.rJI} 

dNi {l-)f(>'.l).,x( ~"'/ t)X (y,. -1. /)X (P.·H It ) .. X6,.,4 

I ~ (A!t) (At'-1.) I A'") -d N ,-rt-) L ~ .. ())£~j ) (>,,'-1 • (110) 

'\:1,4.' A % 

(A.+ ... + A%=L) (v~::j .. ( ~:)t<{A1l).X(A"/tjt 
Stationary l1mU~ 

If the etationary limit process .xi.t., just a. W. oan p ... 
from the relation. (77) to the r.lations (90), from the 
relations (110) we oan also deduce the l1a1ting relations, 
wh.re Ji 18 the deuitl of arriTal. in the traffio curr.nt 
!2....!. 

Vi- S(Y~o.'))x)= 

B i [~ .. )JL.~1 , ())4-'-~)) »L'.,.-I, '0 y~ ] 

w. d.note by Qi(j~ ••• jx) a quantity corresponding to 

P(j1 ... jx) but relating to the instant of an arbitrary 

&niT&! in the traffic current 110 i. 

• 

• Y. - () 
t- - -A. for ·the relatiQn (101) we al.o haTe if!. -1= a ~ ~. J]. E f w.. (-«£) J N{«.) •.• ~{a.p )IN{<l,, i 8 -i ()J~...)J "') = 

where cUr ( t) 18 the reaulting arriTal process 

~ 

d N ( t-) == L oL N " (t-) 
(lOS) 

at the instant of a oall &niTal in the traffic curr.nt 110 i : 

B~ ( Y/ 1:-) = 

L r i- F(f-"" .. )1··· y! If . (109) 
() 

rr:- F{t- .... "J]. E !Wd ..... ).lN{M.J ••• 

J} Wd-u.,,)J N(~J')' d NL(l:jj 
We can al.80 obtain equat1.ona corr.spon.d1.ng to the relation. 
(76). 'I. should ob •• ne UJ:f how that, when writing the 

L ( ~: ) '" ( ~: ). Qi a .... j~) 
ji·· ·jac 

In the same w~ (103) giTe. 

Qi (J~ '.' j~) = 
2: (J:) (_i)"Ch •.. 
y~ 

2. (f:) t-:1) >'"" -j"':. B.,;Cv,j. '" >,,,,) 
>'-ac. 

From (111) we •• 81.1y obta1.n the relat1.on 
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• 
• 

• 
• 

which ties together the probabilities P referring to an 
arbitrary instant and the probabilities Qi referring to 

instants of arrivals in the traffic cUrrent No i. The ' 
quanti ty 1i is the traffio offered in this current aa the 

time unit has been ohoosen equal to the mean ~Olding-time, 
the same for all traffic currents. 

The left side of the equation expresses the frequenoy of 
terminations in the ourrent Np i for the state (j1 ••• jx). 

The right side expresses the frequency of arrivals in this 
state, for the same traffic current. 

n order to go further on we need a supplementary relation, 
~ oh we shall be able to give explicitly only in the oase 

or r newal arrival prooess. • ' 

4~3 . ~~~ art~!b!iUsarb!~ 
We oonsider the case of a stationary limit process. 

We can start from relations analogous to (53), (54), (55) 
and (93) for deducing a relation analogous to (94). In 
tact, it will be easier to r eason about the properties of 
the "statistical equilibrium". 

We observe th~t"in (94)J), S(» )1represents, with the omission 
ot the faotorlV)' the ~requency of terminations of state. 

of congestion of the oonsidered» speoified oiroui ts. The 
quanti ty ,:s( V ) represents , with the omission of the same 
mentioned factor, the frequenoy of oalls that find, when 
arriving, theYoircuits oooupied . We obtain the frequency 
of starts of states of congestion of these>, ciroui tB, if 
we divide the preceding quantity by the mean number )(~) 
of calls arriving during a period of continuous oooJPation 
of the oonsidered~cirouits in order not to oount, for these 
r(~) calls , the oonsidered state more than once. The 
equivalence between the two types of frequency finally 
gives us (94). 

We oan: now take up a remark by Morris and Wolman [23] 
aooording to which the equations of statistical equilibrium 
are equivalent with the principle : for any set of states X, 
the frequenoy of entrances to X is equal to that of exists 
from X. We oan here apply this prinoiple to each traffic 
component ourrent as the arrival processes are assumed to 
be mutually independent. 

In other words, we oan apply the equation (94) to the 
traffio ourrent No i for a specified state impressed on 
each one of the other traffio currents. So, we deduce the 
relation 

BL (Vd. ••. ))~J 

ii (
' (115) 

. Y..) 
L " 

where the expreSSion forJti(Vi ) is given by (95) provided 

that we replaoe feu) by 'i(u) referring to the traffic 

current No i. 

The equations (Ill) and (115) oompletely define the 
traffio ocoupation laws. 

We replace in (Ill),; S(V
1 

••• »:.t) by its expreSSion as 

fUnction of :Si (»1 ••• Y x) accordiDg to (115). We have the 

system of equations 

B..; (V ..... Y<c) = B.: F . .)1,; •• Jp,;-l), YC+1 •• j",] 
Yi (>Ji) 

(116) 

In orde,r to simplify the oalculat~ona w1 thout loos~ in 
generality we limit ours.lv.s to the oase x • , ••• oonsider 
a state of congestion ().>l' y 2' )1 ,), where I)J 1 +"'2 + Y, • L. 
We can write e.g. for the first two tra:tfio currents 

Y4(Y4) 4 I I 3,) (i17) 
[

Sd. (Y:1))1.) }.la) = B (Y.J.. -1. j)~ }".) 

- ~4. B~ (Yf.,))1.,Jl3)+(~+:t.)BtI. (~-:1.J ~+.1.~J)s) ,1 
and -/-(Ys+:1) Bd. (~-:J. ,Y2.) )J3+1ij 
82, (~-j I P2.+:J., Y3) = B (v~-.i. V2, y.) 

i'2. (y,2. +~) 2. I I 3 

r; (118) 
t!~B1.(Y1J>'~JY3)+ (f2.+:1) B2,.(V!-1, Y2,+i j Vg) 

+ (Va+:1.) 8~(~t-:t.} Y'-J Ps+:1.)] 
We eliminate the terms Bi6'1. - 1., ~ 2'Y3) and take into 

account the relation deduced from (115) 

8:2. (»4 J y~ I ))3) 

r2. (Y2..) 
(119) 

The terms :Si (..,~ - ~, "2' V, + 1) are eliminat.d at the 

same time. " 

Thus we find 

B 4. (V! I )/2.) ~ 3 ) 

e~ (~1. -:J. I P2,. 'f.t ,Y3) 

)'2. + i /)2. (Y2 +:1...) 
"'2. er;. (V~) , (120) 

(V~-i) +1. . b1. (~) 
~ 11. (;'1.) 

with 

Step by step we deduce the following expr.ssions for an 
arbitrary z 

for VI + ••• +)J x • L 

and 

/ 

(121) 

(122) 
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The qU&l:lti t1 • tJ6, i ('I i) oorr .. ponel. to the oa.e of the 

trattio ourrent Io i being oarried on a group of unlimited 
8ize. 

)'rom (94) u.d (99) we get .' , 

f .. (} "',-1 ) ..400 I.' (V,:) = -( 7T di (Ai) 
I Vi )..:.0 

(124) 

.400 , i. (0) = :1.. 

It reu1n. to 'e'uw.iJle the fao,or K u the ezpre.e1oa (122). 
To tbi. end .. oon.ai4er the TariOua equation. (116) 
oorre.ponding to auooe •• iTely deore .. ing Talu •• cfYi • W. 

oan el1a1nate, .tep b1 .tep, the left .ide tera. We fiD&llr 
deduoe for an arbitr&r7 .tate (VI ••• V x) 

Si (V1. ... V~) = 
ri (Vi) 

2.: (i1:~ (;n ). BJA~ ... A~). 
(125) 

A~ •.• ~~ (J:j:i) LAi ( J~t') 
(A~ +- •• + Ax = L) 

--~----~---------

j = ~.:. 
di ()J£) ••• 0:: (J) 

In partioular, for deduoing K, it i. au!!io1ent to con.ai4er 
the o .. e»1 • .. ~yx • O. The left aide i. then equal to 1., 

proTided that we put ¥i(Ci» • 1. 

We ob.ern that the Talue of li (0) do .. not matter llUoh, 

a. it ooour ... a tactor in both .ide •• The relation (115) 
then give. 

(126) 

'or making numerioal caloulation. on electronio oomputer. 
we look for the Talue. referring to the overall .tate. V : 
of. (107) aM (loa). In the oalle o:r x traffio current. 
merging together we take the notation 

S(~) ())) = 1<. ~ (X) ())) (127) 
j, ••• -.lC 

Tbe expru.ion (122) lead. us to the reourrenoe rule 

(128) 

» 
. (:Jc:) ""5" (1.) (-:Jt:-:t.) ( ) 
A~ ... x (V) = L- .A~ (A) . ..c1:t ••• (x-:t) . p-). 

)..=0 

We further introduoe the notation 

Where,\ i i • ..-the number ot oooupanoie. goine on iD the 

trat!io ourrent 1'0 i, at the arriTal of a oall in thi. 
trat!io ourrent. We can write aooording to (12') aD4 (127), 
.i th regard al.o to (121) for the o .. e A x • 0 

...c-oc (Ax ) L -). 'le) = 
'\~. y~ (Aoc) • ..i1!)(Ax ). (1:50) 

f x (x-~) 
./J!t ." (x-.1.) 

For the oalculation ot bi (Ai' L - A i) it i. au!!io1ent to 

,iTe the numbering in auoh or4er that the traffio current 
~. :I. be eho~ lut in JIIrto1'll1ng the OO!lTOlutiOllw. 

'l'hu. we haTe for the call oODle.t1on of the traftio ourrent 
]fo i 

L 

Si (L)-2 Bi. (Ai) L-A i ) (1'1) 

).i.=. 
In the .ame w8;f the time oonc .. t1on beoome. 

(132) 

It remain. to determine the faotor K. The relation. (126), 
(129) and (130) tinally give 

In thi8 connenon we reoall . the expre •• ion (95) of r i (V) 

di (0) . :t. 

Y= 1.1 2 J ... J L 

d'i (YJ = -
DO ] )1-.1 

l':'F~"')l[fp-P('IT)Jdv · fi. (M.) cl... 
All tpe.e formulae might .eem to be rather complicated. 
In fact, they are pertectly adapted to the technic. ot 
u8iDg electronio computer. even for rather high Talue. ot 
the number x of trat!io ourrent. to be .erged together. 

We shall now aee how the oaloulatioM pre.ented in thi. 
ohapter oan be applied to the ou.toaar,r oa.e o~ •• rgiDg 
together oTertlow trattic. in the tinal route. ot 
hierarohioal network •• 

4.4. ~perpo.ition of overflow trattio. 

For telephone trat!io we u.e mo.t often the exponential 
di.tribution a. a deaor1ption ot the duration. of 
oooupancie •• So we ,~ave 

F(t) =- ~- e.-I:- (135) 

~or the x tra:t~io., ... .us.d to be Poi •• oman, oUered each 
one to an indiTidual fir.t-choioe group. ~or the traftio 
ourrent Ho i, tni. group Bo i reoeive. an .o~~ered traffio 

• 
• 

• 
• 

ai and oon.ist. of mi circuit •• The probability o~ blook1n8 

ot this group 1a, in the oa.e of atat1onarity, 

(136) 
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.This is the Erlang I s loss formula. The quanti ty of over
flow ~fiC offered t o the f-inal route and coming from 
this i traffic current is 

We have for the overflow traffic the same holding-time 
distribution (135). Besides, the process of overflow 

(137) 

I instants is recurrent. We can thus apply without difficulty 
the results of the preceding chapter a8 the processes of 
overflow instants are mutually independent. 

We have shown earlier what kind of limitations that are 
introduced by the electronio computers in the use of the 
matrix method for solving the usual equations of state 
(Kolmogorovllf's equations) [15]. 

We also mention here that F.B. Linhart [21]somewhat later 
met with the same diffioul ties in the case of overflow 

wi th "balking". ":Balking" stands for the internal blocking 
of a link system unit seI~ng e.g. the first ohoioe outgoing 
group. This internal blooking depends, in faot, on the 
number of oooupanoies going on in the first-ohoice group. 
As a good management of the network requires a negleot
fully small internal blooking, we shall not oonsider this 
~ore complicated last case in any details. 

We now take up J. Riordan I s notations: cf. Annex of [3rij. 
We introduce the qUantit~(m), the generating function 
of whioh i 

co 

~Y (~) = L o-;(~) ~ ~ 

e ( . ) '-).> 1..- -«. 
(138) 

We leave out provisionally the index i i n ai and mi • We 

have 

[ 

cr;(O)=:i.~ 

a;; (-rn.) :: L 
J:O 

a-m. 
a; ("Wt.) == --, 

. 'n'L. 
?rt.-j 

Cl.. 

(-'n't-j) ! 
(139) 

This function is, in faot, easily 
by means of the reourrenoi es 

oalculated on a computer 

.[ 
a'11.-t. 

a;; ( "Wt. J -= -m.! 

_ tJ; (~-i) +~-1. (m) 
(140) 

At the instants of overflow to a final route of unlimited 
size, we get the relal'ion [35 ] 

f) a a;(~) 0 (V:1.) 
(TDO (Y) = y ' ' a- (1111..). 'tToo -

)I+~ 

Comparing with (96) we thus deduce for the expression 
i ()1) defined by (95) : 

We ~et for the traffic current No i the expression for ¥ i (\1) if we make the substitutions 

.~ cL . 
L (142) 

We can thus apply the formulae of the preceding chapter 
for the superposition of x overflow traffios. 

We note 
we have 

'\X 

E 
I 

J=o 

Example 

I
x = 7 

L = 21 

that in the expreeBion (133) for 
the following eimplification 

( J~) 
ox (0) ch (1..) ..• OX (j) 

E"W1.:lC (a:1c) 

the factor K 

I 
~ ,. ... = ~ = 20 

~ = ••• = m., = 22 

We get the probability of blooking of each first-choioe 
group : 

(143) 

Considering the unique overflow route we finally find for 
the expressions (131) and (132) : 

[ B do (L) ==.,.. == B'1- ( L) = 0 1 1.. 5 

S (?-) (L) = 0/ 06 

The overall call congestion for the j oint set of a first
ohoice group and the final overflow route becomes 

• 
In practice, the simplified method by R.I. WilkinBon[35] 
is evidently sufficient, but it ie always good to give a 
method that is valid in more general cases. 

Now that we have · terminated our considerations on 
hierarchical networks, we shall pay attention to the 
case of more general and more complex networks. 

5. NETWORKS ===--=::s= 
(lost calls model) 

5.1. General considerations ===:====a=== -

Studies on traffic handling in oompl~x networks (with the 
application of the lost calle model) were taken up ae 
soon as link systemshad been introduced. We recalled in 
the preamble the initial study made by Jacobaeus LlD] , 
which was based on the assumptions of B,ymmetry and 
stochastical independence of the stages as well as on 
a simplification of the calculations by the use of Ber
noulli's distribution law in stages with limited acoessibility. 
Already A. JensenLll)had stumbled on oomplex caloulations 
of oombinatorial analysis, abandoning the simplifying 
Bernoulli distribution law. 

Since then, many authors have tried to cope with the 
errors introduced by the assumption of independence between 
the stages. The methods used, however, have never consisted 
in really abandoning the assumption of independence but, 
rather, in introducing conditional occupancies and 
modifications in the calculation of loads of the devices. 

Only one investigation, presented by V.E. Bene X [1] at 

the 4th Teletraffic Congress, has treated theoretically 
and completely the case of general networks under 
stationarity with Markovian assumption. ooncerning the 
traffic. The results obtained are .0 complex that we 
cannot think of any practical applications for ourrent 
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studies. 

In the sequel we intend to give the exact laws for handling 
the most general traffics, taking into account the stochas
tic dependences between the various parts of the network, 
anyhow still keeping the symetry assumption which suits 
well in the case of link systems. We shall see how it is 
possible to dissociate in this way the geometric and 
combinatorial characteristics of the network from the 
laws of traffic handling in a simple group, either 
stationarity rules or not. In orther words, the stochastic 
aspect is resumed already in the preceding chapters. -

We have x traffic currents, which is evidently a Vf!!!I'y 
large number for real networks. The current No . i receives 
the arrival process dNi(t). The various processes dNil!l 

are assumed to be mutually independent. 

Each traffic current may follow one or several possible 
paths, all of which may, if necessary, be tried when a new 
call is to be placed in the respective traffic current. 

In general, these networks serve routes for which all 
cases of congestion are possible. Each one of these outgoing 
trunkgroups serves one or more traffic streams, which are 
independent of those served by the other groups. We 
introduce, therefore, hardly any restriction if we malce 
the following assumption ~. 

Assumption I of independence between outgoing trunkgroups. 

a) Each outgoing trunkgroup carries a traffic corresponding 
to one or more arrival processes dN.(t) which are inde
pendent of those served by the othef outgoing trunk
groups 0 

b) It is possible to find cases of internal occupation 
causing all outgoing trunkgroups to be congested 
simultaneously. 

Now it remains to define carefully the assumption of 
symmetry. The great simplification ip the calculations 
result-s from the equality of various probabilities of 
possible states for a given number of calls going on in 
the considered traffic current. Under these conditions, , 
this traffic stream can be represented by a simple stochastic 
function)f(t) giving the number of calls :existing at the 
epoch t as in chapter 3.5 in the case of a simple trunkgroup. 

But this equality between states also assumes an equal 
chance of reaching the various higher states that are 
accessible from the considered state by letting a new 
call arrive. To this end, the cabling of the circuits 
should be well symmetric and the selection of free circuits 
shoUld be made at random. 

We recall that this random selection does not necessarily 
correspond to the best handling capacity of the network 
(contrary to the case of a hierarchical network), but it 
is generally used when the aim is to distribute uniformly 
the wear of the devices. 

Now we foumulate the following assumption 2. 

Assumption 2 of symmetry. 

a) All those occupation states (j1 ••• j ) which correspond 

_ to a given number ji of calls going on in the traffic 

current No. i (i = ~, ••• , x) are assumed to have an 
equal chance of occurring. 

b) The assumption formulated in a) puts conditions on 
the cabling of the circuits as well as on the rule 
of hunting for a free path - a new call having to be 
placed at random on one of the free paths. 

We recall that, for simplification, we also assume the 
network to be empty at the epoch O. 

We denote by Ro(jl.oej ) the number of upward"trajectories" 
that are strictly permltted for placing the (jl ••• jx) 

calls arriving in the interval (0, t) in a determined order. 

There is indeed reason to remark that the order is important, 
for the paths mayor may not exist according to the respective 
sequences of call arrivals of the different traffic streams. 
The order within a traffic stream iSt however, of very little 
importance. We also observe that if several paths exist tor 
8ne and the same order they do not count for more than one. 

More exactly, i f for a given number (jl + ••• + jx) we 

select at random each call with a probability (!/N.) for 
1 

the ith traffic stream, then the probability of selecting 
the distribution (jl ••• jX) is • 

( • .) ~ {- 4. )Ji Ro JoJ. ... JJe . 7r - = 
,=1. Ni. 

R (J .. ,J' J[ (J~ +, .. +J:Jc)!. 7i' ~ (..L )j,y, 
'J. 'CIr: • I » I I '-' N' J~_ .... Jx. ,=.1, L 

with -~ 
(144) 

and 

( J~ + . " + Jae )! 
(I ' I 

J~ .. ~ ... J x . 

Here R(j1 ••• j x) is the reduction factor for the number of 

possible states. If we decide to place the calls according 
to the impressed distribution (jl ••• j ), the paths being 
chosen at random according to th1S di~tri~bution, then 
R(jl ••• jX) is the probability of placing in fact all 

these calls. 

Now we consider the simple assumption of Poisson arrivals 
under stationarity. If the system is in the state (jl ••• j ) 
and a new call arrives in the traffic stream NO. it x 
the probability of placing it is according to assumption 2 

R (J~ ... ·ji-1 ) .h -I- t 1),'+1 ... /Jr.) 

. We assume a traffic a. offered to the traffic current No. i. 
The general equat ions1for statistical equilibrium(114)may 
now be written 

After a few successive calculations we get 

f' (J ~ I ., J'x ) :=! 

P (O ... D). R (J~, .. J~).1n-. X 
(' ,=1. 

• 
• 

• 
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This is a generalization of a result already obtained by 
V.B. BENE~ [1] in the general case where assumption 2 is 
abandoned. This formula can be applied, however, only for 
sufficiently small values of a.. . _ . l. 

We try to extend the relation (146) to the case of a 
process of general arrivals dNi(t), the holding-time 

distribution F(t) being assumed arbitrary and identical 
for all traffic currents. 

According to assumption 2 it is sufficient to characterize 
the stoChastic evolution of the traffic stream No. i by 
the stochastic function~i(t) which represents the number 

of existing calls at the epoch t in this traffic current. 
~he eyolutiQn of the total system is thus represented by the 
random vector : 

(147) 

Let us consider first the special case of call occupancies 
that do not terminate or that have durations longer than t. 
Using assumPtion 1 we get from (66): 

~ (t) = 

(148) 

t ' " 

JY"t [Y.(4) '" y,.(<<1dNd.u) 
o 

:= i-J-. [Z{M.)] j. Ni Ca) 

where 1ft is depending on the stru<;ture of the network. 
This case is in fact similar to that one considered fo~ 

" " _ . J' 
f ormula (144) prOVided that we r~place the term (t/Ni) " 
by the probability of the generation of j.calls in this 
stream No. i : P.(j. t). Thus we have l. l. l., 

p (J~ .. • J~ i I; ) = 
E~· .. 0 j t ) R IJ' J' ) Tr ~ D (J-" L) 
I=;";"'~-~~--' \':1"'~ ' . L: L,L 

. x p. (0 ~) I.=~ L 
L.: -t L. I (149) 

In the normal case of call durationswith the distribution 
function F(t), (148) gives according to (66) 

• Yi/f.) = 

I t Ji \ 7 (150) 
~ L}i(4) ... Yx(~)J.Ri.(-u}t).d~l-fl.) 

o 

_ £"Y-,'[Z(-«J}. Ri (.tt/ /-) dNi(~J 

For a given t we note that [Ri(U,t)dNi(U)] is analogous to 

q certain arrival process : that one mage up of arriv~ls in 
the current No. i giving occupancies not terminated at t. 
The formula (149) is thU= sti~l va~d. _Pi(ji,t) refelfing 

to the case Of a simple trunlcgroup that receives the 
process dN i ( t) and has the" maximum capacity Li according 

to assumpt ion 1. If the considered outgoing trunkgroup 
receives more than one traffic currenT, the process dN. (t) 
should be replaced by the sum_of correspondil)g process~s 
in (150). The quantity P.(j.,t) corresponds to the case 

_ J.J. 

of a resulting traffic according to the rules formulated in 
chapter (4). Quite generally (150) applies equally well to 

an arbitrary instant as to an instant of ~rival in a 
~ertain traffic stream. We can now state the following 
theorem ·. which is very convenient to apply. 

Th=~~~_hl~nc~~~="~etris&: networks". 

We consider the case of a network in which x traffic 
streams pass (eithe~ Under s+atiQn~ity or not). T~e 
network is ass~ed to be empty at the epoch 0 and to comply 
with the ' assumptions1 and 2. Then ·the probability' of 
finding j. calls goi~g on in the traffic stream No. i(i=l, ••• x) 
at t he arSitrary instant t or at the epoch of an arrival 
has the ewpression 

P (J~ ... Jx j t ) = 
E(o ... Dj t) 

(151) 

where P.(j.,t) corresponds to the case tha+ the outgoing 
trunkgr~u~l.is considered as isolated (carrying one or more 
traffic streams). R(jl ••• j ) is the reduc+ion factor for 
the number of possible sta~es defined by (144). 

-- - -
The interest of this theorem lies in the following notes. 

a) The s~ructural and combinatorial aspect of the network, 
represented py R(jl ••• j ) has been dissociated from the 
random aspect represent~d by P.(j., t) for a single l. l. 
trunkgroup. 

b) Th~ theorem holds both under stationarity and under 
non-stationarity. Assuming the network empty at zero time 
is practically no restriction, for the effect of the initial 
conditions is smoothed down after some time. 

c) The theorem holds for the most general assumptions on 
the arrival processes, especially in the case that over
flow traffics are offered. The theorem also holds for 
~bitrary distribution functions F(t)J It does no+ assume 
the independence of call durations between them and with 
regard to the input process. 

d) The calculation of R(j .••• j ) can thus be made by a 
study of just the Markoviin cage, or by a combinatorial
analytical study having no longer any connection with the 
probabilistic calcula+ion. 

e) We shall see in the following chapter that this theorem 
gives us a new simulation method that makes it possible to 
process simultaneously all traffic cases envisaged. 

f) With regard ~ o (62) the prec~ing theorem also shows 
that, even for the random aspect, it is possible to separate 
the effec+ of the arrival process from that of the holding
time distribution. 

Besides, with_regard to the con+ents of this theorem 4 
we can understand the importance of presenting in .chapters 
3 and 4, in the most general form, the rules for traffic 
handling in a fully available group of circuits, now that 
the mathematical tools have led us in a simple way to the 
formulation of this theorem 5. 

We now give some useful supplementary formulae. First, 
the relation, 2:. £> (J~ ... j:1c.; t) = 1-

.J~ ... J .;e 
permits ¥s to deduce, with regard to (151), for an arbi t rary 
instant t 

(152 ) 
P(lt· o • jx ; t ) _ 

R (j~,~. j~ ) ~ 71i:: Pi. (ii I t) 
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We ebserve that, contrary to. the case ef a simple trunkgroup, 
the concept ef "time congestien" makes scarcely any sense 
when we have to. do with a ne~werk , as a traffic stream may 
pass successively parts ef the network that have beceme 
blocked and other parts that have not. 

On the ether hand, t.he call congest.ion P. (t) at the epoch 
t, fer the traffic ' s~ream Ne. i, remain§ the mest important 
quantity to. determine in the censidered lest calls model. 
We recall that, when a call in stream No. i arrives, finding 
the netwerk in the state (jl •••• j ), the prebability of 
having it placed is x 

R (J~ .. , j,,-i. ,JL, + 1. J J~'-+~,u J~) 

R (J~ ,.. i:Je) 

Besides , we nete that altheugh this arrival ins~ant is a 
special instant for the traffic stream No. i, it is in fact 
an arbitrary instant fer the other traffic streams, as 
t he arrival processes dN.(t) have been assumed to be 
mutually independent. In1 0ther words, we have only to replace 
in the expression (152) the term Pk(jk,t) for k = i by t.he 

probability 0i (ji,t) to. find the stat e j i at the arrival 

instant t in the eutgoing trunkgreup, assumed to be single. 

If we consider all pessible cases (jl ••• j ) we calculate 
t he prebability ef call congest ion P.(t) ~t. the epoch t, 
in the traffic stream i, to. be 1 

1-E 4,' (t-) =-
=c 

~ ~ (J~ ... h-2Iji +1, Ji+1'" i:x;). Qi (J" t). ~1 ~ ~A}~ 
Jt,,·J")C (A.:;: i) 

(153) 

We shall new look at ~he special Case which is the most. 
common and the mest simple ene i.e. the case of Poissenian 
arrivals under statienarity. 

Poissonian arrivals. 
===============~==== 

We recall that the general expressien (l~) takes the 
simpler ferm (146). We have 

P(j4-lI~j::t) == 
R (j~ ... joc) (!Ti:' 

? ~ (J~ ... j~) (It: 
J!".J. 

(154) 

We note that. now Pi(ji,t) = 0i(ji,t). 

The expression (153) becomes 

1-P~' - . 
~~ (J~ ... J:'-',J,; +i) J~'+<"".J,,).ff.: ~n 
I/s .. ·Ja 

z:. ~ (i1. ... J:x) . (rr::~ 
J, ... J", 

(155) 

• 
In this case ef Poissonian arrivals we can give the preceding 
expressiens in simpler ferm. We put 

(156) 

where A is the overall effered traffic 

et. 

A =2 (157) 

.(..~=:L 

W(jl ••• j ) has the follewing sense. In an empty network we 
dec~de t~ place (j + ••• + j ) calls. For each call a trial 
is made such that fhe prebabifity of designating the stream 
No. i is (a./A). The probabiliJy that these (jl + ••• + j ) 

1 X 
calls can in fact be placed according to. the distribution 
(jl ••• jx) is W(jl ••• jx). We also put: 

w- I ( 1J ) = Z W (J: '" J~) 
, Ji, ... J~ (158) 

(JJ. +, .. +jx. :: ~) 
W'(y) is the probability to place y calls in the netwerk, 
empty at Zero. time, independentiy of the choices perfermed 
in the traffic streams. We can now write for (154) 

P(J~···jx)= 

W(J~···Jx). 
A j~+ .•• +-j~ 

(j~+ ... +J~)! 

(159) 

• 

• 
• 
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We get in the same way the probability of .finding a total 
number of y existing calls =-

A' 
. W'(l1)" 1Ii.' 

r~)= -----:.-~ ---
LWJ(1J)~ ~~ 
~ 

The ~ota1 carried traffic is 

(i60) 

(161) 

• If all traffic currents aI"e equal and receive the same 
offered traffic a , ~hen the probability oB blocking. is 

• 

the same for these di£fevent traf£i~ streams. The preceding 
expression then permits us to write· £01' this pil:'obability of 
blocking P : 

A:· 1J: 2- w' ("J +1.) · 
~ 

L WI'(y,-) # 

!1 
In the case that the traffic streams are not equal we can 
writ-e (155) 

(163) 

Q., . 
L 

2W'(~) . · 
~ 

.~----------------

When we look for only those paths . of the. ·network whi.ch 
lead to a single given circuit of the conside::r;-ed outgoing : 
trunkgroup we say that we perform· a fOint to ~oin,t . se1eation, 
from the entrance point of the n~two~k where the -call ,has. 
cirri ved to the con~:ide:r.ed exi'!; - point. W~ may wonder whetheI':' the 
just presented theory is still valid in thi.s case . for .·we 
have assumed 'un~i1 now that · it ~ wa~ . p0~siQ1e : to choose ~any 

free circuit in the consid~~e~ outgoing tr~gr.ouP · so ;that ' 
the call should have the .maximum chan~e of .being established 
by the network. 

We can extend, in fact without difficulty, our considerations 
to the case of point to point selection, if we proceed in 
the following way. 

We assume for the time being that each circuit of . one 
and the same outgoing trUhkgroup carries a traffic of its 
oWn, the arrival process of which is independent of those 
flowing on the other circuits of the considered trunkgroup. 
In other wOrds, the initial outgoing trunkgroup of Li 

circuits is replaced by L. independent circuits. We can 
make the same operation f~r each one of the other outgoing 
trunkgroups. As a result we get a new value for R • Then 
we combine all cases of the total state (j1 ••• j )owhere 
j. corresponds to a total number of j. existingXcal1s on 
tEe L. outgoing circuits of the consiaered trunkgroup. 

1. 

The sum of the respective quantities Ro is finally a 

certain quantity RI. It is therefore sufficient to make, 

in the preceding formulae, the substitutions 

(164) 

~g=;~g~~ : 
The rules for traffic handling in networks that comply 
with the assumptions 1 and 2 are made up by rules referring 
to the outgoing trunkgroups supposed to be isolated and 
by the knowledge of the numbers Ro(jl ••• jx) of "upward" 

trajectories strictly permitted for placing the (j1 ••• 5) 
calls in the initially empty network. 

Notes 

a) We should observe that, for different arrival sequences, 
these "upward" tra.jectories (in the graph of states) are ' 
not necessarily the same. So there is reason to sum them up. 

b) Besides, instead of making' use of the quantities 
R(jl ••• j ) we can quite as well find use of the probabilities 
W(jl ••• j~)" defined by (156), in the common case of Poisson 

arriva~s, prbvided that we can calculate them conveniently. 
This is the case with the simUlation met hods that we are 
going to study now. 

5.3. Application' to simulations •. 
========================== 

We have found that, according to the formUlae of the 
preceding chapter, it is possible to deduce the rules 
for. tra:f£ic handling in . t ,hE! networks that we consider if 
we start from the Markovian case. This case can easily 
be studied by mem1S of simplified sfmQlation methods, 
without a clock and by simulating only' transitions and 
changes of s tates. 

In fact, producing by means of simUlation the probabi·lities 
W(jl~ •• jx) implies, according to · what they stand for, that 

the estubli$hed ' calls are not disconnected. The process is 
thus still simpler than in ordinary simulations. We can 
proceed in the following way. 

At the start of the simulation the network is empty. As 
we indicated for the expression' (156) we select with the 
aid ' of pseudo-random numbers the traffiC' stream to produce 
a new call. The probability. for placing the new call in : 
stream No. i is . (ajA). 

We assign to eac,h distribution ' (jl ••• j ) an accumulating 
register C(jl ••• jx) cow1ting the numbe~ of times this 

state ' has been met with. In othe~ words, each time that 
a new call has been placed, bringing the · state (jl~"~) 

to exist, we add (+~) to the respective counting register. 
As soon as it· has not been possible to place .a new call, 
we stop the simulation. In this way we have ' produced 'a first 
"part ial run". 

We arase ' everything, making the network empty again, . bu~ 

retain what ' has 'been accumulated in the . counti~registers 

C(jl ••• jx}. · we have, especiall~, C(O ••• O) = ~. 
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We start again in this way producing a large; number of 
"partial runs" carefully erasing e',ferything after each 
"partial run" except for the contents of the coun~ers 
C(jl • •• j )- which thus register total sums for the set of 
generatea "partial runs". We denote by N the total number 
of generated "partial runs" and divide by N the contents 
of the counters C(j ••• j ). In this ,way we get estimates 
of the probabilitie~ W(jx ••• j ). Then, by a series of 
calculations incorporatea in fhe simulation program, the 
r elation (156j gives us the n~bers R(j ••• j ) and the 
formulae (155 or (153) give us the pro~abilfties of 
blocking Pi (t • In the case of general traffics it is 

necessary to know also (if needed by means ' bf other 
simulations) the probabilities Qi(ji,t) and Pi(ji,t) 
relat ed t o t he out going trunkgroups considered as 
i solated. The stationary case of Poisson arrivals is 
evidently much easier to study. It is not necessary to 
calculate the numbers R(jl ••• j ) inthis case because , it i~ 
sufficient- to know t-he probabn ities W(jl ••• j%) in the";""''''' 

Certain precautions should be taken in the calculationl~ ~.J), 
The sometimes very large numbers coming up requires an 
articulation of the calculation program in the sense that 
t here should be a systematic processing on the quotients 
of successive numbers in the successive terms of the 
sums of the numerator respectively the denominator of the 
expression (163) . After all, nO special difficulty is met 
with. 

For estimating t he convergence of the results, it is good 
if we print them at regular interv~s (without erasing the 
contents of the counters C(jl ••• jx~ In the case that all 

traffic currents are equivalent we need only a set of 
counters C(y) related to the total number of e~sting calls. 
We get in this way an estimate of the probabilities W'(y) 
occ~ng in the expression (162), which gives the value of 
the probability of blocking of the netwo~.The simulations 
are rapidly convergent in this case, especially for small 
networks. 

In the general case of traffic currents that are not of 
the same statistical nature and have different strengths, 
the convergence may be found to be much slower than for 
conventional simulations because of the non-release of 
calls going on. When there are momentary big fluctuations 
of the numbers of calls produced, the effect is smoothed 
out after a certain time 'as these calls cease, in t he c 'ase 
of conventional simulation? On the contrary, the effect 
is cumulative in the ~ase of 'the suggested new type of 
simulation. This accumula'ion concerns besides only the 
considered "partial run". The effect is finally effaced 
but only for a large number of passages. Therefore, Ehis 
type of simUlation would not be of much interest if we 
considered only a single set of values for the different 
traffic streams. NO~, knowing the numbers R(jl ••• jx)' 

we can study in one and the same simulation, by means of the 
formulae of the preceding chapter, all interesting combinations 
of values and nature that different traffics may present. 
The less good convergence, especially for fhe smallest 
traffic values, therefore does not make any major inconve
nience. There is however reason to modify in this aase 
the way in which the random -selections for placing the 
calls is made. " 

As the numbers R(jl ••• j ) are independent of the traffic 
values we now place eac~ new call with the probability 
(~/.W) in the traffic stream No. i. In other words, we 
assume for this type of 'simulation all traffic values to 
be equal : 

a 
X 

(A/X) 0 

The counjers C(jl ••• jx) now give an estimate (a factor 

disregarded) of the following probabilities, which replace 
the equation (156) 
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We obtain in this way R(jl ••• j x) and the calculation of the 
preceding chapter can be followed for any set of values 
and nature of the traffics. 

In the ordinary case of stationary Poisson traffic, we 
can transform the formula (163), which gives the probability 
of blocking Po of the traffic stream No. i, via the 
formulae (156~ and (165) to 

If the various traffic streams are equal (and thus 
al = ••• = ax)' the formula (162) remains valid, for 

we have then 

W' (~) (167) 

Here W (y) is given by the counters C(y) and is independent 
of theOtraffic values. 

In short. 

1. The sugges~ed simUlation makes it p~ssible to study 
in one run, with the aid of formulae given in the 
preceding chapter, the effect of all cases of traffic 
values and traffic nature that can be envisaged, quite 
as well under stationarity as under non-stationarity. 
This latter case is ~articularly useful for studies of 

resitance against overloads due to traf°fic fluctuations. 

2. One run oniy is sufficient for producing a table of 

• 
• 

traffic values that should be allowed, in accordance • 
with a list of specified probabilities of blocking. So, 
this same simulation can in one run produce the complete 
traffic tables for use in operation and planning. 

5.4. ~~~~~n¥~.t~:_;~:;_~~at=!~;_~~:~g;~~~_~~=~~e~~ 
======== 

,It should be clear, from what has been said above, that 
the assumption of symmetry makes it possible to study 
rigorously traffic handling in networks on the basis of 
the lost calls model with the aid of rather simple and 
general formulae. 

It might be int~ting to wonder to what extent the results 
obtained in this way may make a good approximation in ' the 
general case when the assumption 2 of symmetry is no longer 
valid. 

We note that the assumption of symmetry implies the non
influence of the distribution F(t) of holding-times, in 
the ordinary case of Poisson arrivals under stationarity. 
This is obvious from ~he formulae (100) and (154). 

• 

Certain authors 1.33], [51 and £,3] have already made comments 
on the very small influence of Fet) in the cases of non
homogeneous grading's or routing with overflow. This facl 
could be explained i£ the £ormulae obtained in chapter 
(52..) made good eno\\gh approxiitaltions for the exact formu
lae in the general case. 
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call congestion in the link system unit of figure I 

Let us take the example of selector networks in link 
systems. In general, there are in each outgoing trunkgroup 
only one or two circuits connected to one and the same 
switch in the last stage. The same holds for the earlier 
stages, there are in general only one or two links for 
connecting one switch to a switch in the following stage. 

Let us consider the example of figure ~ which is easily 
understood. There is a conditional selection between 
internal links and outgoing trunkgroup. It is obvious that 
the assumption of symmetry cannot be rigorously valid, for 
it is not the same thing to occupy two links connecting 
the same successive switches as to occupy two links being 
outlets from the same switoh and going to two different 
switches. On the other hand, the assumption of symmetry 
should hold in the usual case where there is only one 
link for connecting two successive switches. 

We have 5 analogqus outgoing trunkgroups each made up of 
10 circuits with a portiOn of 2 circuits for each switch 
of the second stage. Each trunkgroup receives an offered 
Poisson traffic a given in erlangs. In the first column 
of table ~ we gi~e the probability of Erlang loss E~o(a) 
for the outgoing trunk group considered as isolated and 
thus fully avaiiable. In the second column we give the 
probability of blocking according 1;.0 the well-known 
Jacobaeus formula. In the third column we give results 
obtained in simulations of conventional type. In the fourth 
column, finally, we give results in special simulations as 
suggested in the preceding chapter. In order to precisely 
define the simulations, there is reason to specify the 
hunting rules. In the second stage we select at random 
a switch, then we try if necessary the other ones always 
in the same cyclical order. In the first sfage each incoming 
traffic flow is usually distributed on a large number of 

, entrance sw~ches in a proportion of one or two circuits 

per inlet. As we simulate here only one link system unit 
we should have been forced to simulate too small incoming 
traffic flows resulting in a considerable blocking and thus 
in a rather smoothed traffic. In order to simUlate a Poisson 
traffic, implying a very low blocking in the incoming flows, 
we have considered only one group of 50 incoming circuits 
'connected to the 50 inlets of the scheme . When we have to 
place a call, we choose at random a circuib, whether free 
or not. If it is not free we try if necessary all circuits 
connected to the corresponding inlets of the other switches 
before we try the other circuits of the same switch. It is 
essential to make this point clear as we wish to simUlate 
the way in which selection is ordinarily made in swi~ching 
system$,where an incoming ~raffic flow ~ be distributed 
uniformly on the set of entrance switches. We shall understand 
these remarks better after having discussed in the following 
chapter "sources of traffic". 

The number of calls generated in the simulations corresponds 
to a relative confidence interval (for estimates of probabili
ties of blocking) of about 5 % for a c.onfidence degree of 95 %. 

A glance at the last hlo columns of table ~ shows that, with 
regard to the relative confidence intervals, the two types 
of simulaHon do not give so very much different values. The 
assumption of symmetry therefore leads to good approxima~s 
in this non-symmetrical example, the pro~~ilities of 
block1ng rang1ng from 'a low value, 2,5.10 , to a high value, 
0.26. There is every reason to think that the result's obtained 
in the two preceding chapters can be applied with good approxi
mation to the whole set of cases that occur in "space division 
switching", provided that internal overflow is not' made use 
of. 

In column 2 of table ~ we also give the values that we obtain 
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from :the classical Jacobaeus formula [10 J 

p (168) 

E 9 (ffi) 
where ~ is the mean traffic offered by the incoming 
circuits: y = (~10). We verify that this formula gives_~ 
good value of the probability Of blockitig P, if P~5. 10 
roughly, though it assumes in fact independence between 
the stages. 

When P takes higher values, especially in the case of 
high usage outgoing routes, the last two lines of table 1 
show, on the c ntrary, the ne~essity of taking into account 
the stochastic dependence that exists between the stages. 

[

Summarizing, it appears that the results obtained in the 
preced~ng two chapters might be extended even to cases, 
in which the assumption of symmetry is no longer valid, 
provided anyhow that methods of overflow, as indicated, 
do not apply. 

In this way we have brought back the problem of traffic 
handling, the traffic being of a general nature, in 
networks to a problem of combinatorial analysis. Unfortunately. 
this latter type of problem is in general very complicated. 

5.5 . Example of application of calculations: traffic sources. ===============================;======================== 

We shall take up a simple case here : the problem of the 
influence of the "traffic sources" and of the traffic 
concentration in the extreme stages of a link system. To 
begin with, we define the conceptL"artificial traffic source". 

of 

5.5.1. The case of a stages of traffic concentration. 

Let us consider the very simple case of a single stage of 
concentration a s given by figure 2. A' group of 120 incoming 
circuits is there concentrated to an outgoing trunkgroup of 
100 circuits. In this example, a call arriving on a free 
incoming circuit may be blocked if the 10 outlets of that 
switch to which it has been connected are occupied. This 
blocking is very much higher than that caused by the group 
of inooming cirouits oonside.d as isolate'd (and tul~ 
available). In order to find its value we ' need to define 
the way in which the call arrives. This leads us to define 
the oonoept o~ "artifioial traffio source". It mq be found 
in literature that the Erlang- distribution, the Engset 
distribution or the Bernoulli distribution frequently is 
chosen, without any reason for the choice being made. As 
rather different probabilities qf blocking may result in 
the respective cases, it is essential to be precise on this 
point. 

The arriving call has been placed in the incoming traffic 
route, following a selection made upstream. In other words, 

FIGURE 2 
ConcentratIon-stage 

quite generally everything passes as if we chose at random 
a circuit, whether free or not, in which latter case the 
circuits are hunted over for a free circuit, where the new 
call could be placed. In fact, the order of hunting, with 
regard "to the subsequent switches, is very important. Let 
us distinguish between two cases : 

a) Selection by level. 

If the circuits successively hunted over belong to the 
same (analogously situated) inlet of each switch we say 
that selection is made at the same level. If this level 
is congested, selection is then made at different successive 
levels. 

The first and the third colum~ of table 2 show that in this 
case the probability of blocking is practically given by 
the Engset formula applied to the 12 inlets of the switch 

where the call has been placed. These 12 "traffic sources" 
dispose of only the 10 outlets of the switch. 

When the number of switches is sufficiently high (here it 
is equal to 10) there is in fact little chance that, in 
hunting for a free circuit, we come back to any other level • 
of the same switch. The inlets seem to be stochastically 
independent, if only the starting-point for the hunting 
procedure ~s chosen at random. 

This case occurs in fact in practice when an incoming 
traffic route is distributed in the proportion of one • 
circuit only on each entrance switch. 

Besides, in this case it is clear that we have a stochastic 
independence between the inlets of the same switch as the 
various incoming routes are assumed to be independent. It 
matterJlittle to know under these conditions the hunting 
order, provided that the starting-point is chosen at random. 

b) Selection by switch. 

It is no longer the same thing when an incoming route is 
distributed on various inlets of each switch. These various 
inlets of one and the same switch are no longer independent 
if the hunting rule implies that the inlets of one and the 
same switch are tried before the following switch is hunted 
for. We say that selection is made by switch. This may be 
the case if the cabling of the switches implies this type 
of hunting with regard to the type of hunting that is made 
upstream, whicp we do not know in general. 

In the example of figure 2, still assuming a random starting
point for the hunting operations, we find from the second 
and fourth columns of table 2 that the probability of 
blocking is almost as high as that given by the Erlang loss 
formula applied to the mean traffic offered per switch 

11 ii 
11 

11 11 Calculations Simulations 11 11 

Po 11 11 selection selection 11 11 
11 Engset Erlang 11 by level by switch 11 11 

F====#========= F============#============== ============== 
11 10-3 .1O-e 

11 
10-3 1O-e 0,511 5,3 4,3 11 5,3 3.4 11 

11 11 

11 11 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 0,611 2.4 8.7 11 2.4 7.5 11 
11 

11 
0,7 :: 

11 
6,7 

II 
10-2 

11 1O-e 0.14 11 6,7 0.13 11 
11 

~~~~=~; 
CALL CONGESTION OF CONCENTRATION STAGE 

of figure 2 
(po : mean offered load per incoming circuit) 

• 
• 
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where p i s the mean of fered l oad per i ncoming circuit. 
The con~e stion values are thus hi gher than in the preceding 
example . Thi ~ shows t he u sefulness of distributin~ an 
incoming route a s much a s possible on the switches as we 
cannot i n general control the type of selection made 
upst r eam. 

We remark t hat in the preceding considerations we have 
implicitely assumed a Poi s soni an traffic offered to the 
incoming route of 120 circuits, which is not, on the other 
hand, neces~ary in the preceding case of selection by level. 

We thi nk that we have, i n this way, sufficiently characterized 
cabli ng and type of hunting in order to determine the . 
traffic handling laws to be considered in calculations or 
t o be reproduced in s imulations . 

As for s imulations made use of for table 2 we note that 
they can be of either the conventional type or of the 
special type suggested in chapter (5.3). 

We shall now apply these results to the case of a selector 
network with concentration. 

5.5.2. Link system with concentration. 

We choosevto take up here the same example as was given by 

• 
V.E. BENES at the preceding Teletraffic Congress [2] , 
considering however only the two extreme cases of cabling 
(wi th regard to hun.ting for a free circuit) according to 
the preceding section (5.5.1). 

We represent in figure 3 only the extreme concentrated stages 
of a link system of several stages. In each extreme stage 
we have K identical switches each one having n inlets and 
m internal outlets en> m). We have an internal blocking 
occ~ng because of this concentration. The extra internal 
blocking is assumed to be negligeable or zero. It ma~ be 
due to "rearrangement" procedures, according to BENES. 
Moreover, the detailed study of internal blocking in the 
general case is not within 'he scope of this paper. 

Let us look at the two cases of "traffic sources" considered 
above. 

(i) Selection by level. 

This is the case when the incoming and outgoing trunk 
groups are tlistributed with one circuit only per extreme 
switch. 

Let us assume also a point to point selection between a 
given inlet and a given outlet. This {s the example studied 

l/ 
by BENES. 

The elementary traffic stream is that one which flows 
between a given ~nlet and a given outlet, because the 
extreme points have stochastically independent occupancies 
according to the remarks of section (5.5.1.a). Let us 
denote by'\ the traffic offered to this traffic stre~ 
when the corresponding inlet and outlet points are free. 
We observe that we can only have, in the fundamental 
formula (151), 

ji = 0 o~ '1. (i = '1.,2, ••• , (Kn)2) 

\V'hen there are Z. calls going on in the network. If they 
are distributed in the proportion of zi calls for the 

ith entrance switch, the num~er of combinations of occupied 
entrance sources i s 

~\=1 ~i. 
7r I( ("')1, ) (~i ~m) 

~ should here take into account the order of arrival of 
.all calls because they belong all to different traffic 
streams. The number of upward "trajectories" from the 
entrance point that are possible is thus 

wit!.. :Z ". = "I 
L=t 

Let us put 

C(~)= ~ [n-.,,: (;.)] J! 
Jt"'~k 

(,-t .4- .. , + j It :: ']J J 
C(y) can be detined "': the gen!<g 'unction 

[~-m. (1't)" JJ I< t;(J., , 
j« = C(~).-

=0 11 ,=D 
(169) 

The number of upward "trajectories" for the total set of inl~ts 
and outlets finally becomes 

Ro(~)"= [C(~)]2 
The probability W'(y) that appears in the formula (160) 
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takes the value, with regard to (156) and (158) 

(170) 

The formula (160) thus gives for the probability of 
finding X calls going on in the total network 

P("}) = 
~ , I 
J. 

(1. 71.) 

r 
We find here the expression already given by BENES. 

(ii) Selection by s'witch. 

We make the assumption of Section (5.5.1.b) both for the 
incoming and for the outgoing trunk groups. We have thus 
to do with a Poisson traffic a connected to each extreme 
switch . This is the case for1rsual time division switching 
systems, because of technological reaSOns. 

In this new example a traffic s tream flows from an 
entrance switch to an exit sw;tch and not just from an 
inlet point to an outlet point as was the case in the 
previous example . Besides , selection is made on the 
c omp lete set of circuits of the considered outgoing trunk 
group, instead of the point-to-point selection of the -
previous section. 

Let us consider the case of zi calls going on in the 

entrance switch ~i = 1. 2, ••• ,K) 

~~ ~< = ";j 
We observe that which inlet or outlet points have been 
seized is of little importance. Only the number of 
existing calls per switch is essential. The probability 
(144) may be written ' 11 

~}! }I< · (~)" 
where 

(172) 
C(~)=L 

~£""K 

('JL + .. '+}I<:: 11) 
with: ;'L ~ ..".,..". 
Instead of (169) C(y) now has the generating function 

j K I<."WL , 
(<</1<)] .~ C(~). ~ 

j , L . ,! 
~:o 

(173) 

, , 

We see now that for an arbitrary state of occupation at 
the entrance of the network, all states of occupation at 
the exit of the network are 'possible and vice versa. 

Thus we have 2. 

W I (iJ) =- [ C (~) ] (174) 

We denote by it. the traffic offered t oo ,each traffic stream 
between an entrance switch and an exit switch. The Jormula 
(160) becomes 

-[c (':})] 2 
(175) P(~) = ~-- 2 

? [c 0)] · 
J=O 

Then from (162) we get the expressi on for the probability 
of blocking P. 

In £191 ' formula (32) indicates that for K not too small 
(K> 5 approximately) we have an excellent approximation of 
P, given implicitely as a solution of the equations 

[ -1-£ = (d. -2~) 2-

:£1 = E"WJ, [I<a (d.-P1.)] 
(176) 

Where Em stands for the Erlang loss formula. It is 
possible to show that this results from the theorem 4 of 
section (2.3) on the superposition of traffic~ whereby a 
Poisson traff,ic appears. 

By giving these simple examples, which allow us to introduce 
correctly in our calculations the influence of the traffic 
sources, we hope to have clarified how the general formulae 
of section (5.2) can be used. 

It is not possible to end this study on non-queueing systems 
without saying a few words about the model of repeated 
attempts in telephone traffic. 

6. THE MODEL FOR REPFA TED ATTEMPTS. 
=============================== 

We shall be brief here a s the actual text has become longer 
than expected. Besides, this matter was discused yesterday 
~20] . IIt is quite necessary, however, to pay attention to 
the new problems of traffic handling that have arisen by 
the introduction of automatic operation of the very large 
telephone networks consisting of a great many transit 
exchanges. 

With the theoretical considerations of the preceding chapters 
the engineer has in his hands the mathematical tools 

• 
• 

sufficient for estimating congestion in the speech-carrying 
network. He observes a stable traffi c and hence i nfer s that • 
there is a certain stable busy hour offered traffic allowing 
him to take the measures for limiting the loss of calls due 

' to congestion in the speech-carrying network. 

As automatic operation has been extended to the national 
and even the international networks a call may have to Pass 
several transit exchanges. For the operation of these modern 
networks it is of major interest and it is also a necessity 
to use common control ' switching systems. 

Now, for being handled, a call has to join a series of 
queues in these control devices. If there is queueing, there 
is also queueing in the uspstream exohanges where the transfer 
of signals necessary for establishing the call is waited 
for. If this waiting situation is prolonged, a time-out 
relay is actuated causing a busy signal to be sent. Most 
often the calling subscriber then makes a new attempt to 
get his call established. The oveload of the speech network 
is in general weak. On the other hand, the control devices 
have to handle again this call. There might thus be a 
sensible overload of these devices. Just as the waiting-times 
may increase, the holding-times for certain of these devices 
may also increase considerably. There results finally a chain 
reaction which might momentarily amplify the queueing 
phenomena, the number of time-out operations and thus the 
frequency with which the busy- s ignals are sent . 

Using the classical model the engineer may be tempted to 
think that the mentioned stable offered traffic which he 
has e3timated from the carried traffic is a good measure 
of the stability and thus of the minor value of the frequency 
of unsuccess£Ul calls. He is thus tempted to think that the 
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time-out relay operations are due rather to an unsufficiept 
reliabilit y of the s i gnalling system - a maintenance problem 
- than to t he tratf'io situat1cn :' 

Facing this current practice, the author suggested in 
1969 [17} a traffic model which was presented at the previous 
Teletraffic Congress [18] • The model stresses the necessity 
of consider ing telephone traffic under two rather different 
aspects : 

- the carr i ed traffic AI' usually observed in the speech 
network 

a certain total o£fered traffic A which is proporti~al 
t o the number of call attempts ·to be handled by the 
common control devi ces. 

These two pa r ameters have the important r elationship 

where .r is the ef f i ciency rate, t hat is t he proportion of 
~ompleted) (thus, in a public network calls regis
tered and for which the subscr iber is charged). 

As the quanti ti e s.;:. and Ai are easily observed, we can 

estimate the fluctuat ions of A, whereas A~ hardly vari es 
at all. 

Thus we leave the rigidity of t he lost calls model, because 
in the definition of r there are i ncorporated not only calls 
lost due t o t he speech network but a l so such as are due to 
the ca lled subscri bers, to technical faults and to situations 
of load saturation of the common control equipment. As 
there is in the number of un successful calls in general only 
a small proport i on of premature hang-up reactions on part 
of the calling subscri ber, £ has a physical sense : it is 
a generalized downstream probabi lity of blocking that i s 
felt by the calling subscriber, if the hang-ups because of 
prolonged waiting-times are also included. Observing the 
variations of r we can fairly well estimate the changes i n 
the overall grade of service given to the calling customer. 

This model permits us to understand better the nature of 
the traffic, t he influence of the environment and the 
impression felt by the calling subscriber. 

For clarification, we note that the total offered traffic 
A - just a s also the offered traffic that is usually 
e stimated - i s Poissonian. This results from the theorem 4 -
of section (2.3) on the superposition of a number of 
independent arrival processes. As has already been said 
this i s in general the case for processes that are related 
t o call attempts lost due to the subscribers or to technical 
fault s and despite the correlation between the instants of 
repetitions of one and the same call. The relation (177) is 
thus general in its simplicity. This Poissonian nature of 
the various processes has the effect that calls that are 
repeated because of a technical fault or a prolonged 
waiting situation meet with practically the same probabilities 
of blocking as calls that are repeated because of congestion 
of the speech network, which receives only the offered 
Poi s son traffic e stimated i n the usual way and not the tCltal 
offered traffic A. So, when we start from obse~ving the 
carried traffic we calculate correct congestion values for 
the speech network~ although we neglect the effect of calls 
that are unsuccessful due to other reasons. We cannot 
e stimate, however, from the carried traffic the subscriber's 
real demand nor the traffic offered to the control devices. 
Particul arly, it i s not poss ible to estimate by means of 
t he usual l ost calls model t hp. most unfavourable effect 
caused by both heavily loaded called subscriber lines and 
bY' underdimensioned OOIIIDon control devices. To take the oarried 
traffic a s an es timate of the subscribers' demand would 
have as a con sequence that such an exchange, underdimeQsioned 
i n it s control equipment and causing an extensive queue "ing" 
by which the carried traffic would be increased, would just 
give the impression of satisfying appropriately a bigger 
demand and being thus more economic ! 
Such a conclusion would be stupid. 

In order to see clearly what is meant by all these offered 
or carried traffics we should distinguish between those 

.which f l uctuate much and those which remain stable. The 

lost calls model has the great deficiency that it relates 
ri,gidly the carried traffic to a unique offered traffic 
considered as stable and known. In fact, the calling 
subscriber's perseverance gives a real stability to the 
carried traffic, whereas this is not necessarily the case 
with the total traffic A offered to the control devices. 
In order to estimate the magnitude of these phenomena we 
need to know the calling subscriber's behaviour, ,as it is 
he who causes the "feedback" into the network of the 
unsuccessful traffic. 

In the paper [19] conclusions have been made on obse~va~ions 
carried out in the trench telephone network. For var1at10ns 
of the efficiency rate from 70 % to 40 % (which is the usual 
range) the effective traffic (charged traffic) T decreases 
only some 10 %. We can therefore estimate the va~iations 
with respect to the subscriber's demand a, i.e. to hi s 
offered "fresh" traffic (first attempt traffic) by the 
approximate very convenient relation 

L1Te_K 
Te (178) 

The value of K may vary from country to country. But the 
smaller K is, i.e. the more persistent the subscriber is, 
the more the total offered traffic A i ncreases. So, in the 
French n etwork we have found that a decrease of 10 % of 
t he efficiency rate corresponds to an increase of about 
55 % of the total offered traffic A. By prolonged waiting
times that may be caused by a decrease in efficiency, the 
carried traffic may increase having the effect of -a lower 
traffic revenue and a higher number of hang-ups due to 
prolonged waiting times, which number is also reflected in 
the efficiency rate. It seems also necessary to extend to 
a great many exchanges the lost calls model if wp. wjsh to 
go on using it for calculations. I n fact, OTerl~ad that is 
observed in an exchange may very well cause the unsuccess 
of a call in an upstream exchange due to the action of 
time-outs. The exchange that releases the call attempt 
therefore is not the exchange primarily causing the unsuccess 
of the attempt. It is therefore also necessary to include 
in the service standards preci s e hounds for waiting~times 
due to transmission of signals between exchanges. 

We see now the great advantage of di s tinguishing between 
charged traffic and non-charged traffic when we wish to 
specify systems· criteria for a good traffic handling. Such 
a distinction is not made in the lost call s model. Also 
for medium long term forecasting and planning it may be 
of great interest to follow simultaneously the changes of 
demand eff'ective traffic and uneffective traffic. Changes 
of thi~ last mentioned traffic may give an overall indication 
of under-dimen s ioned common control devices. 

Finally,the great interest of the repeated attempts model 
lies in the fact that it permits a rational introduction of 
the concept of resistance against overload in th~ common . . 
control devices, which affects not on ly the marg1nal coeff1c1ents 
to be estimated from traffic data but alsO the design of 
common control systems. This means that we need a deepe~ 
knowledge of systems of queues in series, but this is .another 
$ubject. 
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